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摘要 
在無線自組織網絡(wireless ad hoc network)的設計中，其中一項最大 
的挑戰便是有限的能量供應°在本論文裡’我們根據瑞利衰落 (Ray le igh 




在端利衰落協同路由這部份，每一跳 (hop)都可以有兩個節點 (node)傳 
送給接收機，而每一跳的傳送能量都是一樣的°兩個節點與接收機的距 
離一般而言都是不同的。為了降低中斷概率(probabil i ty of outage)，我們 
決定兩個節點應該何時合作和對應的能量分配比例。中斷概率的定義是 





在加性白高斯噪音(Additive White Gaussian Noise)和多用戶干擾 
(Multi-User Interference)下的語碼率(bit error rate)。；f艮據這結果，我們提 










Abstract of thesis entitled: 
Cooperative Rout ing in Wireless A d Hoc Networks 
Submitted by CHEUNG, Man Hon 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in June 2007 
In a wireless ad hoc network, the prime design challenge is the l imi ted supply of 
energy. In this work, we consider energy-efficient rout ing based on two physical layer 
models: binary digi tal transmission in Rayleigh fading channel and Pulse Position 
Modulat ion - T ime Hopping - Ul tra-Wideband ( P P M - T H - U W B ) system. Coop-
erative rout ing and interference-aware rout ing algorithms using these models are 
studied. 
In the first part of our work, we consider cooperative rout ing in Rayleigh fading 
channel. Two nodes are involved in cooperative communications in each hop. They 
are placed at different distances to the single receiver in general and the tota l transmit 
power for each hop is constant. We determine criteria for cooperation and transmit 
power distr ibut ion between the two nodes in case of cooperation in order to reduce 
the probabil i ty of outage, which is defined to be the probabil i ty that the receive 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per bi t is smaller than a certain threshold 0 . We perform 
analyses and simulations on outage performance of cooperative and non-cooperative 
schemes in a I D Poisson random network and a 2D grid network. Furthermore, 
we suggest a cooperative rout ing algorithm and evaluate its outage performance in 
2D random networks. From our results, the cooperative schemes achieve a diversity 
order of two. 
i 
Next, we study interference-aware and cooperative rout ing using U W B physi-
cal layer model. We first derive the Bi t Error Rate (BER) performance for PPM-
T H - U W B systems under Addi t ive Whi te Gaussian Noise (AWGN) and Multi-User 
Interference (MUI ) using Rake receiver, based on the work of [48], [12] and [5]. 
Based on the above results, interference-aware rout ing in U W B wireless networks 
is suggested. I t aims to find route which has the min imum transmit energy per bit , 
given the positions of the source, destination and BER requirement. We first derive 
a suitable l ink cost based on the BER expression derived. W i t h this l ink cost, we 
introduce an Opt imal Interference-Aware Rout ing Algor i thm, which is capable of 
rout ing data packets from source to destination, using min imum energy per bi t and 
at the same t ime achieving the end-to-end BER requirement. A Simple Interference-
Aware Rout ing A lgor i thm w i th a lower complexity is also introduced. From our 
result, i t is shown that our Interference-Aware rout ing Algori thms consume less 
energy than some simple rout ing algorithms. 
Then, cooperative rout ing in U W B wireless networks is studied. I t aims to re-
duce the energy consumption of a single path route, given the outage performance 
requirement. The effect of both fading and M U I is considered. The setup in this 
part is similar to that in the first part of the thesis, except w i th the presence of other 
U W B interferers. We first generate a single path route from any available routing 
algorithms. Based on this single path route, our Cooperative Routing Algor i thm 
is executed to see whether nodes which "overhear" the information should cooper-
ate to alleviate the effect of fading, and thus improves outage performance. From 
our result, i t is shown that our Cooperative Routing Algor i thm reduces the average 
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In this thesis, we study cooperative routing based on two physical layer models, 
namely P P M - T H - U W B wireless systems and simple binary digi tal transmission in 
Rayleigh fading channels. Moreover, interference-aware rout ing in P P M - T H - U W B 
wireless systems is considered. We aim to find rout ing and transmission strategies 
that reduce the energy consumption given a certain performance requirement or 
improve the performance criteria given an energy constraint. 
In this chapter, we go through three important communication concepts and 
techniques in this thesis, namely Rayleigh fading channels, U W B communications 
and cooperative communications. 
1.1 Rayleigh Fading Channels 
When modeling a wireless channel, besides the thermal noise at the receiver front 
end, the effects of path loss, shadowing and mul t ipath fading need to be considered. 
Path loss refers to the dissipation of transmit signal power which results from the 
propagation of the electromagnetic wave over a distance. Shadowing is the attenu-
ation of the signal power due to the presence of fixed obstacles in the transmission 
path. Both path loss and shadowing are grouped under large-scale fading that rep-
resents the average attenuation of signal power due to motion over large areas [44]. 
1 
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Moreover, signal travels in a mult ipath fashion, which it takes on multiple paths 
to the receiver after encountering the effects of reflection, scattering and diffraction. 
As a result, the amplitude, phase and angle of arrival of the signal fluctuate. This 
phenomenon is called mult ipath fading. I t is grouped under small-scale fading that 
represents the dynamic changes in amplitude and phase due to small variation in 
distance between transmitter and receiver [44]. 
Additionally, when the number of mult ipath component is large and that there is 
no Line-of-Sight (LOS) mult ipath component between the transmitter and receiver, 
the envelope of the received signal can be modeled by a Rayleigh distribution, which 
is given by 
for r > 0 
P{r) = < (1.1) 
0 otherwise 
where r is the amplitude of the envelope of the received signal and 2(7^ is the pre-
detection mean power of the mult ipath signal [44]. 
1.2 Ultra-Wideband (UWB) Communications 
1.2.1 Definition 
Generally speaking, Ultra-Wideband (UWB) communication refers to the radiation 
of signal which has an instantaneous bandwidth many times greater than the mini-
mum required bandwidth to deliver the information [35]. 
To understand the more precise definition of UWB, we need to know how band-
width is defined by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in US. We 
define / l and f n to be the lower and upper -lOdB emission points at the energy 
spectrum respectively as shown in Fig. 1.1. The Energy Bandwidth (EB) is defined 
to be the difference between 九 and fn and is given by EB 二 fn - f i - Central 
frequency (/。）of the spectrum is defined to be the average of f i and f n and is given 
by fc = O.bifn + / l ) . Fractional Bandwidth (FB) is defined to be the ratio of EB 
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to fc： FB = EB/fc = 2{fH - hmfH + h). 
Accord ing to the FCC, the def in i t ion of U W B is different below and above the 
threshold central frequency fc of 2.5GHz. I f fc < 2.^GHz, a signal is regarded as 
U W B i f i ts F B is larger than 0.20. I f fc > 2.bGHz, a signal is regarded as U W B if 
i ts E B is larger t han 500MHz. 
Energy Spectral Density 
Energy Bandwidth 
Figure 1.1: Energy Spectrum. 
1.2.2 Characteristics 
U W B has a lot of nice features ([35] and [4]) which are different f rom t radi t ional 
narrowband system: 
1. Large Instantaneous Bandwid th 
The most obvious feature of U W B is its huge instantaneous bandwidth. High 
data rate indoor appl icat ion of above 110Mbps can be supported. 
2. Low Power Spectral Density 
Due to the low power spectral density and the pseudo-random characteristics of 
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U W B signal, the probabil i ty of detection or interception of U W B signal by unin-
tended users is very low, which makes it an excellent choice for secure or mil i tary 
applications. Moreover, because of its low-power and noise-like transmission, 
U W B can overlay w i th already available services, such as Global Positioning 
System (GPS) and Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs), without causing 
significant interference. 
3. Low Complexity and Low Cost 
Unlike conventional wireless communication systems, U W B transmitters send 
pulses of short duration without the need of modulation by a carrier frequency. 
Wi thout the local oscillator, complex delay and phase lock loops at the receivers 
for baseband transmission, the complexity and cost are greatly reduced. 
4. Mul t ipath Immunity 
Because of the use of short pulses, a number of resolvable paths can be ex-
ploited at the receiver end in a dense mult ipath environment. Robustness and 
performance can be improved significantly by this form of mult ipath diversity. 
5. Fine Time-Domain Resolution 
Because of the very narrow pulses generated by U W B radios, UWB can offer 
better t iming precision than GPS. Together wi th good material penetration 
properties, U W B can readily support short-range radar applications, such as 
surveying, mining and rescue. 
1.2.3 U W B Signals 
UWB signals are commonly generated by two methods. The tradit ional way is to 
radiate pulses of very short duration, typically in the order of nanosecond. This 
kind of U W B is called Impulse Radio-UWB (IR-UWB). In IR-UWB, pulses can be 
modulated by techniques like Pulse Position Modulation (PPM) or Pulse Amplitude 
Modulation (PAM). Moreover, in order to allow multiple access, spread spectrum 
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techniques such as T ime Hopping (TH) or Direct Sequence (DS) are also employed. 
Another way to generate U W B signal is to use mult iple simultaneous carriers to 
convey information at high data rate. This form of U W B is named as Multicarrier-
U W B (MC-UWB) . In this thesis, we use P P M - T H - U W B , a form o f l R - U W B , as the 
signaling format. 
There are some pros and cons for I R - U W B and M C - U W B . For IR-UWB, it is 
cheap and simple because only baseband transmission is employed. However, high 
precision in synchronization is required for its proper operation. For MC-UWB, it can 
provide a high data rate transmission and is capable of avoiding interference because 
its carrier frequency can be chosen accordingly to avoid narrowband interference. 
However, i t comes at a cost of higher hardware complexity. 
“Q” “1” 
i n / i _ _ y l ' 
Figure 1.2: Pulse Position Modulation: the positions for the left and right pulses are used to convey 
information for bits "0" and "1" respectively. S is used to denote the difference in position that the 
"1" pulse needed to move with respect to the reference position, which is the position of “0” pulse 
in this case. 
1.2.4 Applications 
U W B is an excellent candidate to support a number of new wireless applications. 
Some of them are discussed below: 
• Short-Range, High Data Rate Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs): 
The IEEE has established the 802.15.3a physical layer standard for short range 
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and high data rate applications. The min imum data rate expected is 110Mbps 
at a transmission distance of 10m. U W B can be used in WPANs to address 
short-range ad-hoc connectivity among consumer electronic and communication 
devices. Potential applications include high-quality real-time video and audio 
distr ibut ion, file exchange among storage systems, and cable replacement for 
home entertainment systems. [51] 
• Low-Rate WPANs: 
The IEEE has defined another standard of 802.15.4 for low data rate, low power 
and low complexity applications. Potential applications include sensors, home 
automation and remote controls that power consumption should be kept as 
small as possible. 
• Sensor Networks: 
Sensor networks consist of a large number of nodes deployed over a region. They 
are used to monitor changes in environment. Because of the nature of sensing 
devices and diff iculty in recharging their batteries, l imited power supply is a 
much serious problem for sensor network than WPANs. 
• Imaging Systems: 
U W B radar pulses are always shorter than the dimension of the target. They 
reflect f rom target not only w i th changes in amplitude and t ime shift, but also 
w i th changes in pulse shape. As a result, U W B has shown a better sensitivity 
than tradi t ional radar systems. Typical applications include ground-penetrating 
radars, medical diagnosis and ocean imaging. 
For a more comprehensive introduction to UWB, interesting readers can refer to 
the work of [51], [52] and [33]. 
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1.3 Cooperative Communications 
In wireless communication, because of the effect of mul t ipath fading, the channels 
are sometimes good and sometimes bad. Occasionally, if the user experiences a very 
bad channel, the performance is severely affected. A solution to this problem is 
cooperative diversity. Because of the broadcast nature of wireless communication, 
all users around the sender should be able to receive a copy of the signal. They can 
act as relays and provide the receiver w i th extra copies of the transmitted signal 
through independent channels. In this way, channels are averaged out, variations 
are reduced and performance of transmission is more stable. 
We consider the network as shown in Fig. 1.3, in which node S intends to send 
information to node T. In wireless communication, because of the effect of mul t ipath 
fading, the channels are sometimes good and sometimes bad. Occasionally, if the 
signal f rom node S to node T experiences a very bad channel, node T wi l l receive a 
poor copy of the signal and the performance wi l l be severely affected. 
One solution to this problem is cooperative diversity. Because of the broadcast 
nature of wireless communication, node R "overhears" a copy of the signal intended 
to node T . As the fading channels between nodes S and T and that between nodes R 
and T are independent, node R can act as relay and provides node T w i th an extra 
copy of the transmit ted signal through the independent channel between R and T. 
Since Node T receives two copies of the signals through two independent channels, 
the chance that the two channels are bad simultaneously is low. As a result, the 
effect of channel variation is averaged out and the performance of transmission is 
more stable. 
1.4 Outline of Thesis 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: chapter 2 reviews the literature on top-
ics including interference-aware routing, l ink cost, rout ing in U W B wireless network, 
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Figure 1.3: Cooperative communication. 
cooperative communications and cooperative routing. In chapter 3’ two-node cooper-
ative rout ing in Rayleigh fading channel is presented. Chapter 4 describes the U W B 
system model and derives the BER expression. The use of rake receivers is discussed 
and some simple rout ing algorithms in I D network are compared. Interference-aware 
rout ing and cooperative rout ing in U W B wireless networks are discussed in chapters 




In this chapter, we wi l l review some previous work about interference-aware routing, 
l ink cost and the rout ing issues that have been addressed in U W B wireless networks. 
Next, we wi l l study the recent advancement of cooperative communications and the 
incorporation of the idea of cooperative communications into the context of routing. 
2.1 Interference-Aware Routing 
A wireless ad hoc network is a collection of mobile hosts that form a temporary 
network to communicate w i th each other wi thout the aid of any centralized control 
and established infrastructures. When some of the nodes are transmit t ing at the 
same time, they may cause interference to the others. We called this phenomenon 
Mult i-User Interference (MUI) . 
There has been some work on interference-based routing. In [19], a multihop 
rout ing algori thm named Balanced Interference Rout ing Algor i thm (BIRA) is in-
troduced. I t takes into the effect of M U I by incorporating it into the link cost. 
Specifically, the l ink cost is the linear combination of a fixed cost and interference 
level. The l ink cost between node i and j is 
= pA,, + (1 - (3)1 (2.1) 
9 
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where (3 is the weight factor w i th value between 0 and 1. Aij is the fixed cost and is 
taken to be 1 in its performance evaluation. For a interfered node r, the interference 
it receive f rom l ink i j is the sum of the transmission power f rom node i to node j and 
that f rom node j to node i. I L i j is interference level of the l ink ij generated to other 
interfered nodes in the network and is given by 
where Dab is the Euclidean distance between nodes a and b. a is the path loss 
exponent. By using the l ink cost and applying Di jkstra's Algor i thm, a route 
that causes the min imum amount of interference to other nodes in the network is 
obtained. 
Rout ing algori thm that aims to minimize tota l energy consumption in rnultihop 
wireless network is proposed in [23]. I t is a cross-layer design which takes into the 
account the effect of interference (physical layer) caused by existing flows and power 
control ( M A C layer). A n interference-aware QoS rout ing algori thm that guaran-
tees bandwidth requirement in realistic interference environment is proposed in [7]. 
Mul t ip le paths are discovered but only the best one is selected. In [15], a heuristic 
interference-aware QoS rout ing algorithm is suggested. I t is pr imari ly based on local 
knowledge and state information at the source node. Interference-aware routing in 
rnultihop wireless networks using directional antennae w i th dynamic traffic is studied 
in [46]. I t should be noted that the term "interference" of a l ink discussed in [15] 
and [46] refers to the amount of traffic that goes through the l ink at the l ink layer, 
but not the signal interference at the physical layer. 
Some other works in interference-based routing include the Least Interference 
Routing in [37]. There are also some works on Min imum Interference Routing ([22] 
and [13]). However, they are related to Mult i -Protocol Label Switched (MPLS) 
networks, which are not wireless. The work "interference" does not mean the M U I 
at the physical layer, but the networking load occupied by other users. 
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2.2 Routing in UWB Wireless Networks 
I n [28] and [29], power-efficient rou t ing in U W B mobile networks is considered. The 
l ink cost c is the sum of bo th the signaling cost and transmission cost 
c = SCod'' + CiRd"" (2.3) 
The f irst par t of the summat ion is the signaling cost. I f there is an active l ink between 
the two nodes, no signaling cost is required and so J = 0. Otherwise, a signaling 
cost is required and 5 = 1 . Co and C i are constants used to weigh the signaling and 
transmission cost. R is the data rate and d is the distance between the two nodes in 
the l ink, a is the pa th loss exponent. Though M U I is not included in the l ink cost, 
i t has been taken account in the interference model of i ts performance evaluation. 
I n [2], the cost funct ion is improved fur ther to consider more parameters in the 
route selection which the cost funct ion for each l ink is of the fo rm 
C ( x , y) = C {power) + C [sync) + C {interference) + C {quality) + C{delay)+C {other) 
(2.4) 
where the C{power) and C{sync) are related to power and synchronizat ion and are 
similar to the two terms in (2.3). C{interference) is related to the interference. 
C{quality) is about the qual i ty or re l iabi l i ty of a l ink. C{delay) is related to the 
delay in communicat ion caused by each hop in the potent ia l route. C{other) is 
included so tha t the cost funct ion can be tai lored to a specific type of network, such 
as voice networks, data networks and sensor networks, etc. 
Energy-aware and l ink adaptive rout ing for U W B wireless sensor networks is 
considered in [50]. I t is energy-aware in tha t i t takes care of the next-hop remaining 
bat tery capacity in its rout ing metric. Also, i t is l ink adaptive because i t uses 
adaptive modula t ion tha t changes its modula t ion method w i t h respect to the l ink 
condit ion. 
Some location-aware rout ing algori thms are suggested which make use of the high 
precision local izat ion capabi l i ty of U W B . W i t h the use of locat ion information, nodes 
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can choose to send packets to neighbours which are closer to the destinations [20]. 
I n [1], a position-based quality-of-service (QoS) rout ing scheme for U W B wireless 
networks is suggested. I t takes care of the interactions in Medium Access Control 
(MAC) layer and applies call admission control and temporary bandwidth reser-
vation for discovered routes. The QoS includes packet loss, delay and throughput 
performance guarantee. 
Moreover, routing, power control and scheduling in U W B networks have been 
formulated as a jo int opt imizat ion problem in [34]. I ts objective is to maximize 
flow rates given node power constraints. The work in [49] tries to optimize the 
network throughput by considering both rout ing and network topology formation 
and formulat ing i t as a nonlinear programming problem. 
2.3 Cooperative Communications and Routing 
In a wireless channel, the transmitted signal from the sender can take mult iple paths 
to reach the receivers. The different copies of the signal normally arrive at the re-
ceiver w i th different amplitudes and phases. Due to the constructive and destructive 
interference of mult iple signal components which are randomly delayed, reflected, 
scattered and diffracted, signal attenuation may vary significantly during the trans-
mission process. This phenomenon is called mul t ipath fading [43]. 
Cooperative communication is proposed to combat the mul t ipath fading by pro-
viding transmit diversity [30]. I t takes advantage of the mul t ipath propagation of 
the signal and provides the receiver w i th different replicas of the transmitted signal. 
I f these copies undergo independent fading, the chance that all of them experience 
deep fading simultaneously is small. However, the transmit diversity is obtained by 
sharing the use of antennae among users, instead of having mult iple antennae for 
each user. 
In [39], [40] and [41], user cooperative strategies, implementation issues and per-
formance analysis in a cellular environment are discussed. I t has shown that when 
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cooperative communication is used, capacity is increased and rates of users are less 
susceptible to channel variations due to fading. 
Low-complexity cooperative diversity protocols are developed in [25] and [24]. 
The protocols include fixed relaying schemes (e.g. amplify-and-forward and decode-
and-forward), selection relaying schemes that are adaptive version of fixed relaying 
schemes and incremental relaying schemes that perform adaptation based on the 
l imited feedback from the destination terminal. Outage probability of theses schemes 
are analyzed. 
Physical layer of multihop wireless channels is analyzed in [6]. Four channel 
models for multihop transmission, namely amplified, decoded, amplified diversity 
and decoded diversity relaying multihop channels, are studied. Reception proba-
bil i ty and power distribution in selection combining diversity schemes have been 
analyzed in [17] using "erristor approach". Two-phase cooperative communication 
wi th space-time coding in Poisson wireless networks is studied in [45], which source 
node broadcasts information to relay nodes in phase I and relay nodes cooperatively 
transmit to sink node using space-time coded packets in phase I I . 
The work in [36] tries to bridge the gap between physical layer and higher layer 
research in cooperative communications. Possible architectures in cooperative net-
works are discussed to provide modified wireless link abstractions. Considering co-
operation in the context of routing, the work in [21] has considered the joint problem 
of transmit diversity and routing. I t has shown that cooperative routing consumes 
less energy than non-cooperative routing, by taking the assumption that senders 
can adjust the phases of transmitted signals to allow them to arrive in phase at 
the receivers. Power-optimal cooperative routing and power distribution strategies 
in fading channels using spread spectrum system are studied in [9]. The effects of 
cooperative diversity, multihopping and power distribution among cooperating links 
are studied. The work in [14] considers a multihop network wi th multiple relays at 
each hop. Three cooperative routing strategies are proposed to achieve full diversity 
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gain and minimize the end-to-end outage from the l ink layer point of view. Coop-
eration among relay nodes is in the form of choosing a good (or best) link for each 
hop. 
口 End of chapter. 
Chapter 3 
Cooperative Routing in Rayleigh 
Fading Channel 
In this chapter, we consider cooperative rout ing in Rayleigh fading channel. For 
each hop, two nodes are involved in cooperative communications. The two nodes are 
placed at different distances to the single receiver in general and the tota l transmit 
power for each hop is constant. We determine criteria for cooperation and transmit 
power distr ibut ion between the two nodes in case of cooperation in order to reduce 
the probabil i ty of outage, which is defined to be the probabi l i ty that the receive 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per bi t is smaller than a certain threshold 6 . We perform 
analyses and simulations on outage performance of cooperative and non-cooperative 
schemes in a I D Poisson random network and a 2D grid network. Furthermore, we 
suggest a cooperative rout ing algorithm and evaluate the outage performance of the 
routes in 2D random networks. 
15 
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3.1 System Model 
3.1.1 Transmitted Signal 
Consider that source S is going to send packets to sink T. As shown in Fig. 3.1, 
node 1 is used as the relay and we assume that node 1 has received the message 
correctly from S. Because of the broadcast nature of wireless communication, node 
2 also receives the signal from S to node 1. As a result, node 2 can cooperate wi th 
node 1 and send to node T at the same time. We assume that transmit power for 
nodes 1 and 2 are f3P and (1 - respectively, where 0 < P <1. That means the 
total transmit power to node T is P, but i t is distributed between nodes 1 and 2 
according to a certain ratio (3. The transmitted signal for nodes 1 and 2 are 
si{t) = h ^ c i { t ) 
, (3.1) 
where b e { — 1,1} is the data bit. q ⑴ is the direct-sequence spreading waveform 
used by node i for communication in a multi-user environment [9] and we assume that 
the spreading waveform has a low spreading gain. T is the symbol duration. Non-
cooperative transmissions are the cases when = 0 or 1, and two-node cooperative 
transmissions are the cases when 0 < P < 1. 
3.1.2 Received Signal and Maximal-Ratio Combining (MRC) 
We assume that the wireless channel experiences frequency non-selective Rayleigh 
fading, which is a valid assumption in our spread spectrum system due to the low 
spreading gain waveform that we choose. The channel for node i is given by h i { t ) = 
— Ti)，where h^ is a Rayleigh distributed random variable wi th variance a^ 
A/々 
and we assume that = 1. r^ is the delay of the received signal at node T from 
node i. di is the distance between node i and the receiver T. a is the path loss 
exponent. The received signal is thus of the form 




Figure 3.1: Non-Cooperative (5" — 1 — r ) vs. Cooperative Routing (5 — {1,2} T). 
r{t) = si{t) * hi{t) + S2⑴ * /i2⑴ + n{t) 
= - 丁 1) + 办-丁2) + n[t) (3.2) 
=h^h.c,{t — n ) + b^^^hc2、t 一 t"2) + n⑴，t G [0, T] 
where n{t) is a zero mean, addit ive whi te Gaussian noise ( A W G N ) random process 
w i t h two-sided power spectral density No/2. Assume tha t the orthogonal codes are 
orthogonal such tha t J c认t — Ti)C2(t — T2)dt = 0 and tha t they are normalized such 
0 
T 
tha t f cf (力 - T i ) d t = 1 for z - 1 or 2. 
The decision variables for the reception of the signals si{t) and S2〔t) are 
yi 二 j r{t)ci{t — Ti)dt 二 b i ^ h i + m - + 几i (3.3) 
0 * 1 
y2= [ r{t)c2{t — T2)dt = b\ + n 2 = Mh2 + n: (3.4) 
0 N 趙 
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where A^ 二 b揭,As = b ^ J ^ ^ , n： 二 f n ⑷ c i (力 - T i ) d t and n) 二 Jn(t)c2(t - 丁2)dt. 
Using M R C , the decision var iable for detect ion is 
Z = Aihiyi + ^2/^22/2 
(3.5) 
= [ A l h l + Alhl) + [Aihiui + ^3/12^2) 
w i t h 
E[Z] = A\hl + Alhl (3.6) 
Var[Z] = AlhlVarlm] + AlhlVar[n2] ^ 飞 
O u t p u t s ignal- to-noise ra t io (SNR) f r om the receiver is equal to 
卿 — , (1-鹏-\2、— h (3 
N, iV。 、) - 、 (3.8) 
where 
、—No No 、 (3-9) 
is the S N R per b i t . 
3.1 .3 Probability of Outage 
We define p robab i l i t y of outage to be the p robab i l i t y t h a t the SNR per b i t of the 
received signal is smaller t h a n a certa in threshold 9 , i.e. 
Pout = P{% < B ) (3.10) 
As a result for non-cooperat ive t ransmission w i t h = 1 
= P i ^ h ' i < e ) = P(h, < 攝)=1 - exp 舉 ) ( 3 . 1 1 ) 
because hi is a Rayle igh random variable w i t h variance cr^  二 1 /2 . Simi lar ly, for (5 = 
0, we have 
Pouta = n ^ h l < 0 ) = l - e x p 舉 ) (3.12) 
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For cooperat ive case when 0 < < 1, we not ice t h a t 、 i n (3.9) is the sum of 
two independent cent ra l chi-square r a n d o m variables ([42] and [32]), each w i t h two 
degrees of f reedom. 
Let Y = Xl-^ where Xi 〜 R a y l e i g h ( ( j D and X2 〜Ray le igh (c r | ) . As men-
t ioned i n [42], for the case t h a t a i ^ (73, Y is the sum of two independent central 
chi-square d i s t r i bu t i ons w i t h parameters equal to erf and o \ respect ively and each 
w i t h two degrees of freedom. T h e p robab i l i t y densi ty f unc t i on (pd f ) pY(y ) and cu-
mu la t i ve d i s t r i b u t i o n func t i on (cdf ) F y ( y ) of K for ^ > 0 are given by 
外 ' ( " ) = ( e x P - exP ( " ^ ) ) (3.13) 
糊=1 - ( A ) exP { - i l ) + ( A ) - P ( - 点 ) （ 3 . 1 4 ) 
For the case wh ich a i = cr2 = cr, Y is a centra l chi-square d i s t r i bu t i on w i t h 
n 二 2m = 4 degrees of f reedom (so m = 2) [32]. The p d f and cdf of F for ^ > 0 are 
given by 
恥 ) = 1 - exp ( - 点 ) g ^ ( 点 = l - e x p ( - 吞 ) ( 1 + 点） ( 3 . 1 6 ) 
We f irst consider Pout,3 for (3 + d ^ ^ - For th is case, we have 
Pout,3 = = + i ^ ^ / z i < 0 ) 
二 P(X^ + XI < 9) 
(3.17) 
= F r i e ) 
— _ ( _ eNod- \ _ ^ _ 
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where X^ = ^ ^ h l = 目 and Y = Xf + Assume that hi, 
/i2 〜Rayleigh((7^) and = 1, we have X i 〜Ray le igh ( ( j f = 卢 力 a。) and 
X2 〜Rayle igh( (7 | =(丄-卢工、a^) . Subst i tu t ing y = ct\ =卢工 1 ci^ and = 
into (3.14), we obta in the last l ine of the above equation. 
Next , we f irst consider pout,3 for /S =沪空超 . F o r th is case, we have 
Pout,3 = PiHb = '-^hl + (•^^hi < e ) 
二 勢 財 (3 18) 
=Fy(^^MM) . 
= 1 — exp ( - ， + 超 ) ) ( 1 + 叫 ( ” 2 " ) ) 
where Y = hi + h^ , w i t h "1，"2 〜Rayleigh(cr^) and = 1. Subst i tut ing y = 
eiVoK+df) and = 1 into (3.16), we obtain the last l ine of the above equation. 
I n conclusion, the probabi l i ty of outage for cooperation is given by 
'。吨 3 i l - exp ( - 纖 ) + exp otherw.sJ ^ 
(3.19) 
Moreover, Pout,3 is continuous for (5 G [0,1]. I t is obvious that Pout’3 is continuous 
for al l the points where /3 G [0,1], except for the point [5 = 沪 w h i c h requires 
more careful consideration. Because 
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1 ， 1 - ( T ： ^ exp ( - « ) ^ exp 
—1 1 . 々 e x p ( - ^ ) ( - l l ) — — p ( — ^ ) ( l + ^ ) (3.20) 
=丄—丄 
= 1 — expl-k(df + d^)][l + + d^)] 
= 1 _ exp (—叫(r??)) (1 + _(";+《)) 
where k = So, Pout,3 is also continuous at = The 3rd line is obtained 
by applying L'Hospital's Rule to ^ form. 
3.2 Cooperation Criteria and Power Distribution 
3.2.1 Optimal Power Distribution Ratio 
We are interested to find the optimal p that minimizes Pout,3- This can be done 
numerically w i th low complexity by searching for the minimum value of Pout,3 in the 
range 0< /?< l . Typical graphs of Pout，i, Pout,2 and Pout,3 vs. (3 are shown in Fig. 3.2. 
As seen in this figure, the portion of f3 which Pout,3 is less than pout,i and pout,2 is the 
power distribution ratio which cooperation is desirable. 
3.2.2 Near-Optimal Power Distribution Ratio j3. 
Though the optimal power distribution ratio /3 can be obtained wi th low complex-
ity, its close form solution is hard to obtain. So we propose a near-optimal power 
distribution ratio which is given by 
exp + exp (一卷)exp(kdf) + exp(kdS) 
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F igu re 3.2: pout’i, Pout,2 and Pout，3 vs. P for di = 5, = 8, t r a n s m i t S N R = 20dB. 
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where k 二 帶.exp (一；^^) is the reception probabil ity when the transmission 
distance is di w i th P being the transmit power. I t has been shown by our experiment 
that j3' is close to the optimal jS when > 6 A N D > 9 . Moreover, we 
observe some insightful properties for /?'. When transmit power P is large, the 
system is insensitive to the power distribution between the two channels, so is 
close to 0.5. When d) » di, transmission through distance d] is not favourable, so 
/?’ 二 1 and all the transmit power is allocated to node 1. 
3.2.3 Cooperation or Not? 
As seen in the previous sections, nodes 1 and 2 should cooperate when there exists 
a minimum point for Pout,3 where (3 G (0,1). (Note that i t is an open interval.) 
Actually, we can determine whether cooperation should be done without finding the 
optimal P numerically in advance. We first compute the first derivative of Pout,3 
which is given by 
^ I 昨 嘴 r 切 + … 
十 卞 1 — u i i i e i w i ^ t ^ 
(3.22) 
where k = The following lemma and proposition help us establish the criteria 
for cooperation: 
Lemma 1. ^ ^ is continuous for [3 e (0,1) 
Proof. I t is quite obvious that 咖 y jg continuous for all the points where (3 G (0,1), 
except for the point f3 = ^ ^ ^ ^ which requires more careful consideration. Because 
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1 ， ^ 
" ( 1 - P) exp ( - 宇 ） - " ( 1 - exp ( - 笞 ） 
= [ ( l - / 3 ) d 卜 � / 3 ( 1 - / 3 ) 
- ( l - 2 " ) e x p ( — 爲 ) + 普 e x p ( — 笞 ） 
exp ( — 学 ) h [ ( i - m — " 姻 - ( 1 - + 切 ] 1 
1 2 + ( i 一 — 爭 e x p ( - 等 ） J 
+厂 I exp (-爲) [ [ (1 - m - m 一 m+超)]I 
— [ - m - m - (-笞） I 
= 
= 約 『 - 刚 e x p [ - M 趕 + 趙 ) ] 
1 2 (3.23) 
So, ^ ^ ^ is cont inuous for al l the points where f3 G [0’ 1]. T h e 2nd and 3rd lines are 
obta ined by app ly ing L 'Hosp i ta l ' s Rule to ^ forms. • 
We then define the t ransmi t SNR for each hop to be P/NQ and let the distances 
between nodes 1 and 2 to the node T be d i and d】respectively. 
pa — oc 
Proposition 2. A minimum point exists for Pout,3 for (5 G (0,1) if > 9 and 
冗〉 e ° 
No 〉 
Proof. Consider the Pout,3 against (3 graph, i t is smooth and is cont inuously differen-
t iab le and i ts 1st derivative,如。:广，jg cont inuous (proved in L e m m a 1). I f the slope 
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(or 1st derivative of Pout,3) near P = 0 is negative and that near f ] = l is positive (i.e. 
^lim ^ ^ < 0 and ^lim ^ ^ > 0), by Bolzano's Intermediate Value Theorem [3], 
there exists a value such that the slope is equal to zero, i.e. a minimum point exists 
for Pout,3 in the interval of G (0,1). 
Evaluating lim < 0 and lim > 0, we have 
6 卢 — 0 + 邮 1 - 邮 
lim 
= l i m d 冗[exP(—字)—络)+ 字 ) 一 (_ 络 ) _ 
{l-0)df-pd^ 卞 卞 1-/3 
= 沪 2 一 1 ( 字 ) - 々 x p l ^ ) /3exp(V) + 
[-奏 + 学]<0 
(3.24) 
and 
lim ^ 1- dp 
— 1 . d?d 这 exp ( -华） e x p ( -為） / c e x p ( -华） f c e x p ( -為 ) 
二 -趕卜 expl(⑷ +(/，-超 e x p l⑶ + ^ ^ ^ (1—二⑶ 
= 明〉 0 
(3.25) 
• 
As our goal is to minimize Pout,3, we should cooperate if the optimal P which 
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minimizes ；w ’ 3 lies in the open interval of (0,1). As suggested in proposi t ion 2, the 
cr i ter ia for cooperat ion are > 6 and > 9 . I f we define the transmission 
radius r at a par t icu lar t ransmi t SNR to be r 二 “ , then the cr i ter ia of cooper-
at ion are di < r and d) < r. I t means tha t the receiver T is w i t h i n the transmission 
rad i i of bo th nodes 1 and 2. 
3.3 Performance Analysis and Evaluation 
I n th is section, we are going to evaluate the outage performance of some simple coop-
erative strategies in I D random network and gr id network. Analyses and simulat ion 
results are provided. 
3.3.1 I D Poisson Random Network 
Xi X2 X3 
# # 眷 參 • • … • 
S I 2 3 T 
Figure 3.3: ID Poisson random network. 
We first s tudy cooperative rout ing in a 1-dimensional Poisson random network 
w i t h density A. From [18], the probabi l i ty density funct ion of Eucl idean distance to 
the nearest neighbour on the r ight (or left) side R i is given by 
Vr,{x) = Ae-^^ for x > 0 (3.26) 
Consider the I D linear network in Fig. 3.3, where Xi is the distance between node 
i and its nearest neighbour on the left. Suppose tha t the node S is the source and 
node T is the sink. We compare transmission schemes w i t h or w i thout cooperation. 
For non-cooperative schemes, packets are sent f rom S to T hop by hop (i.e. S 
l — 2 — 3 — — For cooperative schemes, a node and its nearest neighbour 
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on the left cooperat ively send packets to its nearest neighbour on the r ight (i.e. node 
S cooperates w i t h node 1 to send to node 2, node 1 cooperates w i t h node 2 to send 
to node 3 . . . ) . However, i t should be noticed tha t the f irst hop f rom node S to node 
1 is always non-cooperative, even in the cooperative scheme. 
I n th is setup, we define successful reception in each hop to be the event that 
the receiver is in the transmission radius of the t ransmi t te r A N D tha t the receive 
SNR per b i t 75 is larger than the threshold 6 . The successful reception for the 
whole route is defined to be the event tha t receptions are successful for al l the hops 
along the route. However, because the first hop f rom node S to node 1 is always 
non-cooperative, we exclude the first hop in our calculat ion. 
Mathemat ica l ly , let Si be the event tha t receiver is in the transmission radius of 
the t ransmi t te r in the zth hop and be the event tha t receiver receives the signal 
w i t h 76 > B in the i t h hop. Let be the reception probab i l i t y for the zth hop. We 
have 
P ⑶ = P { S 2 ) = ... = 
r (3.27) 
=P(Ri < r ) = f 入e-入工da: = 1 - e"^^ 
0 
Reception probabi l i ty for a route w i t h n hops given tha t the f irst hop is successful 
is given by 
Pr,route 二 5*2’...，Sn, T2’...，Tn\Si,Ti) 
= p { S 2 , S'n,T2,. . . ,Tn|5i ,Ti) 
=p{S2, Sn)p{T2,...,Tn\S2,…’ Sn, Si, Ti) 
二 ..., T i ) (3.28) 
= ( 1 — J … J n Pr, n 办 1 …血n 
0 0 i=2 1=1 
0 0 i=2 
二 1 — Pout,route 
where Pout,route is the probabi l i ty of outage for the route given tha t the first hop is 
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successful. The th i rd line of the equation is due to the fact that the two sets of 
events {S'2,…，Sn} and {S'l, T i } are independent, while the fourth line is the result 
of the independence of events S'2, . . . , Sn-
For non-cooperation, we have 
= exp(-A;x") for z = 2 , . . . , n. (3.29) 
For cooperation, we have 
_ ( I -A)片 _ f_MEiz:i±Eir) 一 _ _ 工 exD 广 - ⑷ 
(3.30) 
for z = 2,. . . , n and Pi is the power distribution ratio between the two signals traveling 
through distances Xi and X i - i + Xi and it depends on the values of x^- i , Xi and k. 
For n = 3, the result of analysis and simulation are shown in Fig. 3.4. We see 
that the cooperative scheme achieves a diversity order of two at high transmit SNR. 
3.3.2 2D Grid Network 
Consider a 2D network as shown in Fig. 3.5. Assume that node S is the source 
and node T is the sink. The distance between the nearest neighbour is d and that 
between diagonal nodes is \/2d. We first need to find a good single path route that 
serves as the basis of the cooperative route. Short hop route is a reasonable choice as 
stated by the proposition below. Given S and T, short hop routes refer to the routes 
which take a larger number of hops between S and T. The distance between the 
sender and receiver in each hop is short. Long hop routes are the routes that choose 
the opposite approach and take a smaller number of hops. The distance between the 
sender and receiver in each hop is long. In the following proposition, we define long 
hop route to be the route wi th only one transmission directly from S to T and short 
hop route to be the route wi th n-hop transmissions when there are n equal-distance 
hops in between S and T. 
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Figure 3.4: Probability of outage vs. transmit SNR in ID random network for n — 3. 
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Figure 3.5: 2D grid network. 
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Proposition 3. In a linear network, short hop routing has a lower probability of 
outage than long hop routing when path loss exponent a > 2. 
Proof. The probab i l i t y of outage for a route is given by 
n 
Pout,route = 1 — 1 1 = ^ _ (3.31) 
i=l 
Assume tha t the distance between the source and dest inat ion is d and the to ta l power 
constraint is PQ. For a n-hop transmission which the transmission distance for each 
hop is the same, 
GNoiir kd- , , 
Rtot = n ^ ^ = ^ (3.32) 
n 
where k = For a > 2, the larger the number of hops n, the smaller the Rtot, 
the smaller the Pout,route- • 
By proposi t ion 3, i t is reasonable to do a short hop rou t ing f rom S to T to 
have a low probabi l i ty of outage, which we assume tha t there are n short hops in 
between. Let P be the t ransmi t power constraint for each hop. For non-cooperative 
rout ing, packets are sent f rom S hop by hop to T . For cooperative rout ing, we 
assume tha t the same cooperative route is used for al l t ransmi t power level that 
cooperative node B i w i l l cooperate w i t h node A i to t ransmi t in hop z+1 i f node B i can 
correctly overhear the message in the previous hop, as shown in Fig. 3.5. We denote 
the or ig inal non-cooperative transmissions by solid lines, addi t ional transmissions 
due to cooperat ion by dashed lines and unintended transmissions due to broadcast 
nature of wireless communicat ion (Wireless Mul t icast Advantage) by dotted lines. 
In cooperative rout ing, cooperative node B i w i l l only cooperate w i t h node A i i f B i 
can overhear the message correctly in the previous hop (i.e. receive jb > ©)• In 
other words, a l though nodes A i and B i are designated as cooperative partners in 
the cooperative route, they w i l l not t ransmit cooperatively unless B i overhears the 
message w i t h receive 75 > 0 . 
Let d is t (A ,B) be the Euclidean distance between nodes A and B. We first define 
reception probabi l i ty at the receiver when node A and B t ransmi t w i t h power of 
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/3P and (1 — respectively，given that nodes A and B have received the message 
correctly 
/ ( A 山 ， = exp ( - 為 ） - ( T z ^ exp ( - 宇 ） （ 3 . 3 3 ) 
where di = dist(A，T), d】=dist(B,T) and k 二擊. 
Let Pi be an optimal (or near optimal) power distr ibution for di = d and d) 二 
\/2(i, which minimizes the function f . 
We then proceed to analyze the performance of non-cooperative and cooperative 
routing. Let Pr,i be the reception probability for the iih hop for z = 1,... , n and Hi be 
the event that cooperative node Bi can overhear the message correctly in the previous 
hop for i = 1 , . . . , n. We aim to compare the end-to-end probabil ity of outage for the 
n 
route given that the first hop is successful which is given by pout route = 1 - Yl Pri-
’ i = 2 ‘ 
The first hop is excluded in our calculation, because it is always non-cooperative 
even in cooperative schemes, and thus reduces the difference in performance between 
cooperative and non-cooperative schemes. 
For non-cooperative routing, we have 
Pr,l = Pr,2 = ... = Pr,n exp( —/ccT) (3.34) 
For cooperative routing, we have 
Pr’i = exp(- /ccr) (3.35) 
Pri = P (reception I not H^) + P (reception I i f , 
(3.36) 
=exp(-kd^)[l - P{H,)] + /(A, d, V2d)P(H,) 
for i = 2,…，n. P{Hi) can be computed recursively in the following way: 
P(H2) = e x p { - k { V 2 d r ) (3.37) 
P m = P(i/^|not i /^ - i )P(not + 
(3 38) 
=exp ( - / c ( x /2d ) - ) [ l — P{H,_i)] + / ( A , d)P{H,_,) ’ 
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for i 二 3 , . . . , n. The results of analysis and simulat ion are given in Fig. 3.6 for 
n = 10, (i = 1 and a = A. We see that the cooperative scheme achieves a diversity 
order of two at high t ransmit SNR. 
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Figure 3.6: Probability of outage vs. transmit SNR in 2D grid network for n = 10. 
3.4 Cooperative Routing Algorithm 
In this section, we are interested to form a route w i th diversity order of two, so that 
i t has a lower probabi l i ty of outage. Our cooperative rout ing algori thm is suggested 
and simulation result in 2D Poisson random network is given. 
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3.4.1 Cooperative Routing Algorithm 
When using our cooperative routing algorithm, a single path route needs to be given 
first. Then our algorithm is applied to decide on cooperative partner, power distri-
bution ratio and transmission protocol in each hop, so as to reduce the probability 
of outage of the original single path route. 
Let di = dist(A,T), dk = dist(B，T) and k = The reception probability 
at the receiver when nodes A and B transmit w i th power of PP and (1 — P)P 
respectively, given that nodes A and B have received the message correctly, is given 
by the following function 
m d 遍 = e x p ( -蟲） - ^ ,：： ^ exp ( - 等 ） ( 3 . 3 9 ) 
Based on the results in the previous sections, our cooperative routing algorithm 
is as follows: 
Step 1: (Input) 
A single path route S is first generated e.g. S = [1 2 3 4] and we define I to be the 
number of elements in S. 
Step 2: (Initialization) 
We then initialize a cooperative route by creating a matr ix C wi th dimension 2 x /， 
of which the upper row is identical to S and the lower row is filled wi th zeros. E.g. / \ 
1 2 3 4 ] 
C = . The number of hops n = I — I. I f the total power constraint 
、0 0 0 0 y 
for the route is PQ, then the transmit power for each hop is Po/n. 
Step 3: (Cooperative Route Formation) 
Run the following pseudo code: 
1. z = 1. 
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2. Power d i s t r i b u t i o n ra t io for hop 1: = 1. 
3. W h i l e {i < n) do 
(a) Def ine h i =C( l， i ) ; h? = C ( 2 , i ) ; m = C ( l , i + l ) ; t = C ( l , i + 2 ) . 
(b) F i n d a set of nodes x , wh ich is w i t h i n the t ransmiss ion radius of h i (and 
/i2 i f i t exists) given a cer ta in power d i s t r i bu t i on p i A N D t h a t the next hop 
node t is w i t h i n i ts t ransmiss ion radius. Specif ical ly, we want to find node 
X, wh i ch 
> e for "2 = 0 (3.40) 
Nq 
ftPA、(l-A)PA-\ef。r 〜 ( 3 . 4 1 ) 
Nq 
^ ^ > e (3.42) 
where d i = d is t (x , h i ) ; d ] = d is t (x , h ] ) ; 而 = d i s t ( x , t ) . P u t x in to a set 
D. 
(c) F i n d K； G D, wh ich has the m a x i m u m value of p robab i l i t y of recept ion 
Pr,i+i i n the i + 1 th hop. Because Pr,i+i 二 P( recept ion | cooperat ion in 
zth hop)P(coopera t ion i n ith hop) + P( recept ion | non-cooperat ion in zth 
hop)P(non-coopera t ion in zth hop) , i ts value is given by: 
For /i2 = 0, we have 
Pr = / ( A + i , (k, di, k^+i) exp{-k,d^)-{-exp{-k^+id2)[l-exp{-kid^)] (3.43) 
For /i2 ^ 0 and assume tha t cooperat ive commun ica t ion is used in the 
previous hop, we have 
Pr = / ( f t+ i，ck , di, d2,而,k,) + exp ( -A ; ,+ i ( i J ) [ l - /( f t，d2, 4，h)] 
(3.44) 
where d i = dist(w，t); d 】 = d i s t ( w , " i ) ; 而 二 d is t (w, /z2), (h = d is t (m, t ) ; 
k- = ^ 
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(d) Set C(2, i+1) = w. 
(e) Calculate 伐+1，which is the optimal power distr ibution for transmission 
distances dist(m，t) and dist(w,t). 
(f) i = i-\-l. 
Step 4: (Transmission) 
For each hop i, i f C(2, i) + 0, node C(2, i) should cooperate wi th C ( l , i) and 
transmit to node C ( l , i+1) , if node C(2, i) can overhear the message in the previous 
hop correctly (i.e. receive > 6 ) . The transmit power distr ibution ratio of C ( l , 
i) to C(2, i) is Pi. Although C ( l , i) and C(2, i) are designated as partners for 
cooperation in step 3, they wi l l not transmit cooperatively if C(2, i) cannot overhear 
the message sent in the previous hop correctly. 
3.4.2 2D Random Network 
We evaluate our cooperative routing algorithm in a 30m x 30m network wi th 30 
nodes, which are randomly distributed in the area for each network realization. We 
consider routes that their number of hops is between two to four. Outage for the 
route occurs when any one of the hops along the route has receive 75 < 6 . In our 
evaluation, we consider probability of outage given the first hop is successful, because 
the first hop is always non-cooperative. After running 100000 iterations for each of 
the 50 different network realizations we consider, the result is shown in Fig. 3.7. We 
see that our cooperative routing algorithm can achieve a diversity order of two at 
high transmit SNR. 
• End of chapter. 
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Figure 3.7: Probabi l i ty of outage vs. t ransmit SNR in 2D random networks. 
Chapter 4 
U W B System Model and BER 
Expression 
In this chapter, we introduce the U W B system model that we use in our work. In 
part icular, Pulse Position Modulat ion (PPM) - T ime Hopping (TH) - U W B is used 
for transmission and Rake receiver is useful for reception. Saleh-Valenzuela (S-V) 
model is used to model the indoor mul t ipath channel. We consider transmission in 
the presence of both Mult i-User Interference (MUI ) and Addi t ive Whi te Gaussian 
Noise (AWGN). Based on [48], [5] and [12], we evaluate the BER expression of Rake 
receiver in both M U I and AWGN. In fact, [48] and [5] have found the BER expression 
for P P M - T H - U W B in M U I and AWGN, wi thout using Rake receiver. [12] considers 
single-user binary block-code P P M transmission using Rake receiver in the absence 
of MUI . We evaluate the performance of different types of Rake receivers in different 
levels of interference. Some simple short-hop and long hop rout ing strategies are also 
compared. 
4.1 Transmit Signal 
We apply binary Pulse Position Modulat ion(PPM) - T ime Hopping(TH) - UWB for 
transmission ([38], [47] and [48]). The transmitted signal is of the form: 
37 
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s � � = 4 ” g p(t — jTf - c f — 碑凡」） （4.1) 
j=—oo 
where A ⑷ is ampl i tude which controls the t ransmi t ted power for the kth user. p(t) 
is the t ransmi t ted pulse. We assume tha t i t is defined in [0, Tp] and thus its pulse 
Tp Tp 
w i d t h is Tp. Moreover, we assume tha t J p^{t)dt = 1 and f p{t)dt = 0. Tf is the 
0 0 
pulse repet i t ion t ime (or called frame durat ion) . { c f ^ } is the t ime-hopping sequence 
for the kth user. We assume tha t the T H code is a sequence of Np independent and 
ident ical random variables w i t h a probabi l i ty of 1 /Nh in tak ing one of the integer 
values in the range [0, Nh - l ] . Tc is the durat ion of addressable t ime delay bins (or 
called chip durat ion) . 5 is the t ime shift used to dist inguish between pulses carrying 
the b i t 0 and the b i t 1. } is the b inary in format ion stream for the kth user. 
We assume tha t the b i t per iod Tj, = N J ) , T f = NhT。and Tc > ^ + Tp. 
Consider only a b i t interval which 0 < t < T；,. The t ransmi t ted signal is simplif ied 
as 
N s - l 
s � � = A � 乞 p{t - jTf — c f T , - 8 d f ) (4.2) 
j=o 
h H “ A A 1 A ' 1 A ' AA 1^^H-Jt-
— ^ T； ^ 
Tb 
Figure 4.1: PPM-TH-UWB with Ns = 4 and TV" = 3: User 1 is sending the bit 0, using the time-
hopping sequence {2, 0, 1，0}, while user 2 is sending the bit 1，using the time-hopping sequence 
{0’ 1, 2，2}. 
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4.2 Channel Model 
We adopt the Saleh-Valenzuela (S-V) model [27] in model ing the indoor mu l t ipa th 
channel, wh ich the mu l t i pa th components arrive at the receiver in clusters. The 
channel for the kth user is 
L⑷Q⑷(/) 
" ⑷ ⑴ = X ⑷ Z ^ a f J S i t — 7 f ) - T ) ? - ( ⑷ ） （4.3) 
g=i 
where X ⑷ the ampl i tude gain of the channel due to log-normal shadowing for the kth 
user. Zy⑷ is the number of observed clusters and Q ⑷ ⑴ is the number of mu l t ipa th 
components received w i t h i n the lib. cluster. is the mu l t i pa th gain coefficient for 
the qth. mu l t i pa th component in the Ith. cluster for the kth. u s e r .才、 i s the delay of 
the 什h cluster and t - is the delay of the qth. mu l t i pa th component relative to the 
Ith. cluster arr ival t ime for the kth user. 7]⑷ and t ) ) ) are modeled by two Poisson 
processes w i t h different r a t e s . ⑷ is the random t ime delay for the kth user which is 
un i fo rmly d is t r ibuted over the interval [0, TJ]. For notat ional simplici ty, we replace 
t / " ) and T^ f w i t h r ^ . The channel is thus represented by 
M � 
/ z ⑷ ⑴ ⑷ E a L 〜 C ( 。 （4.4) 
m=l 
where M ⑷ is the to ta l number of mu l t i pa th components produced by the transmis-
sion of user k. 
4.3 Received Signal 
Assume tha t b i t “0” is sent by the t ransmit ter . Let N be the to ta l number of 
t ransmit ters in the system, where iV — 1 of them are undesired users. Assuming that 
there is a perfect synchronization between t ransmit ter 1 and the reference receiver, 
i.e. C⑴ is known by the receiver and that C ⑴ = 0 . The composite received signal 
at the output of the receiver's antenna is modeled as 
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X IQ-3 Channel Impulse Response 
31 1 1 1 1 1 — - I 1 
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Figure 4.2: U W B Channel Impulse Response. 
X IQ-3 Discrete Time Impulse Response 
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Figure 4.3: U W B Discrete T ime Channel Impulse Response. 
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r ( t ) = ；^ ⑷⑴⑷⑴+ n⑴ 
H (4.5) 
=ru⑴ + r麵⑴ + n(t) 
w i t h 
r“t) 二 糊 ⑴ ⑷ 
(4 6) 
= ⑴ Y a^Mt - jTf — 41)7； - rW) . 
j=0 m=l 
Tmmit)=芒 S � � * " ( " ) ( , ) 
k=2 ( 4 7 ) 
= E A ⑷ X ⑷ Y - jTf - c^Tc - 54、- - C⑷） ‘ 
k二2 i=0 m=l 
where n{t) is a zero mean, A W G N random process w i t h two-s ided power spectral 
densi ty No/2. 
4.4 Rake Receiver with Maximal-Ratio Combining (MRC) 
Assume the receiver is a L- f inger Rake w i t h perfect channel es t imat ion and i t is 
synchronized w i t h t ransmi t te r 1. The corre lat ion receiver mask used for reception 
is a sequence of pulses placed at the designated pos i t ion according to the t i m i n g 
i n fo rma t i on of P P M - T H - U W B system 
m ⑴=N它 Pit - jTf - — p(t — jTf — — S) 
⑴ （4-8) 
= E v(t - jTf - c^^T,) 
J=0 
w i t h the receiver templa te v(t) = p(t) — p{t — S). We take S = Tp for or thogonal 
P P M . 
For the finger indexed by I, the decision variable is 
n 
Zi 二 J r{t)m{t Ti)dt 
0 (4.9) 
= Z u , l + Zmui,l + Zn,l 
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Amplitude 
Figure 4.4: The presence of an interfering pulse (thin line) at the receiver input will lead to 
interference, obtained by multiplication and then integration with the receiver template (thick 
line) v{t)=p{t)-p{t-Tp). 
where the decision variables due to the useful signal par t , M U I and noise are given 
by 
n 
Zu,i = J ru{t)m{t - Ti)dt (4.10) 
0 
n 
Zmui,l = J rmmit)m(t — Ti)dt (4.11) 
0 
n 
Zn,i = J n{t)m{t - Ti)dt (4.12) 
•0 
For the signal part Zu j , w i t h perfect channel est imation, the Rake receiver can set 
Ti = 丁5 to t rack the mu l t i pa th component w i t h delay r ^ ^ and ampl i tude gain 
So the ampl i tude of the mu l t ipa th component tracked by the 1th finger is a i = 
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Zu，i = T f \ ( t y m ( t - T i ) d t 
0 
=A⑴X⑴ T f N f i aip{t - jTf — — n) v(t — kTf — cl”Tc — n)dt 
0 k=0 
, � n N它1 aip(t - jTj — 4.1)71 - Ti)[p(t 一 jTf 一 4”Tc — ri) 
= 洲 妙 ) J 户 。 （4 13) 
= E I p { t ) [ p ( t ) - p { t - T , ) ] d t 
= 
where the received energy from transmitter k is E ( 盘 = T h e 3rd line 
of the equation is obtained, because a received pulse can only contribute when it is 
placed at the correct position of receiver mask m � . 
For the noise part Zn,i, by Gaussian Approximation, we assume the Z^j � 
Zn,i = 7n{t)m{t - ri)dt 
N (4.14) 
= E I n { t ) [ p { t - jTf - c f T , - n) - p{t - jTf - c f T , - n - T,)]dt 
j=o 0 
Because p{t) is an unit energy pulse, we have Var[J n{t)p{t — £)dt] 二 令 for any 
0 
0 < e < Tfe. Therefore 
j =o 10 」 
+ N它 Var \ 7 n { t M t — jTf — cf^T, — n — T,)] (4 .15) 
j=o [o _ 
= N j f + N j ^ 
= N,No 
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The 2nd line is obtained because the two parts in (4.14) are independent when 
orthogonal PPM is used [5]. 
For the interference part Z — i , also by Gaussian Approximation, we assume that 
2mui,l 〜 卿 , 
n 
Zmui,i = J rmui(t)m(t - Ti)dt 
- V ？ 冲-]Tf - cf ) T � _ 碑) - r^) - C⑷）（ 4 . 1 6 ) 
0 m=l 冲 一 _ c》、Tc - Ti)dt 
From the expression above, we observe that the interference at the output of the 
receiver provoked by the presence of one alien pulse transmitted by user k is given 
by the term inside the summation and we denote it by 
— f ^ T 广 巧 c 4 〜 ( t - 仍 - c f T c - 碑 ) - T i ” - C⑷） 
=V^RX J \ ,1� 
v { t - j T f - c f T , - r , ) d t (4.17) 
I~— Tb-jTf-c^^^Tc-ri M(fc) 
= 佩 I E - 54、- - ( ⑷ + r M t ) d t 
-J^f-c) Tc-n 
/~77Y- 2Tp M⑷ 
= V ^ / E - 一 r(^))v(t)dt 
0 m — 1 
where t � 二 t, - 5d、f、- C � accounts for the delay besides and we assume that 
it is uniformly distributed over [0,T/]. We have 略幻]二 0 because the multipath 
g a i n a g ) c a n be p o s i t i v e or nega t i ve w i t h equa l p r o b a b i l i t y . V a r i a n c e o f mui (pM[T⑷ ) 
is given by 
. � = E [ m m ， ] 叫 2 
mm; ‘ L P � L P � 
ci丁⑷ (4.18) 
0 \ 0 m=l j \ ‘ 
eW �T/ 1 
二 智 E f f E dT⑷ 
0 \ 0 7n~l J 
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As all the delays t�,amplitude of multi-paths a。）and delays of multi-path (k) 
are identically distributed for /c = 2,3,...，iV, we have 
= VariZmuiA 
= f f V ' . � 
fc=2 j=0 丽 P 
= E 導 E [ 7 (7e a m - r ^ ) - T⑷ M t ) 也 ) 
k=2 “ 0 \ 0 m=l J 
= E 樂 E ' 7 ( 7 E a M t - r ^ - r ) v m ] \ r ] (4.19) 
k=2 , 0 \ 0 m=l / 
•Tf /2Tp M \ ^ ] N 
f f E amP(t-T^-T)v(t)dt dr E 
/ 0 \ 0 m=l / k=2 




= E J J ^rnP{t - T m - r)v{t)dt dr (4 2O) 
We then employ Maximal-Ratio Combing (MRC) to combine the con t r ibu t ions 
from the Rake fingers and obtain the decision variable 
^ = y / ^ c x i Z i 
1=0 (4 21) 
=Zu + Zmui + Zn 
where 
Zu 二 (4.22) 
L-l . 
Zmui 二 y ^RX^^lZmui,I (4 23) 
么 二 g v ^内 Z n ’ , （4.24) 
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The variance of MUI and noise, given that the channel condition is known, are 
given by 
VarlZ^^ilai] 
⑴ L - l 
L-1 (4.25) 
= 4 x E afVarlZmm,i] 
“ 1=0 k=2 
and 
V a r [ Z M ] 
= a i Z n , i ] 




The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) are given 
by L 1 L 1 
QATr>_ — 1=0 — ^ _ 27) 
M 仙 • 全 l y — A^ o (4.27) 
1=0 
and 
, , , 卿 ( 凡 滥 a 浙 a - ' (428) 
f 1^0 k=2 k=2 Erx 
where Rt = 1/71 = l/{N,Tf) is the data rate and E^” = NsE�么 is the received 
energy per bit from transmitter 1. 
4.5 B E R in the presence of A W G N M U I 
We employ the following decision rule for detection: if Z > 0, we decide that “0” is 
sent, otherwise "1" is sent. As the source symbols equal to "0" or “1” with equal 
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probabi l i ty , the probab i l i t y of error is: P { e r r o r } = 0 . 5 P { e r r o r | "0" is sent }+0.5P{er ror | 
"1" is s e n t } = P { Z < 0 | “0，，is sent} 
Thus, we have 
P{error\ai} 
= o (J jEyz^MY \ 
~ Var[Zn\(yi]+Var[Zmui\ai] J 
-Q J((略 M)2 iE\Zu\ai]r_)-^VM (4.29) 
~ ^ I Y Var[Zn\ai] J 卞 AI] J J 
( I ( L-X X - 1 / ； \ -1\ 
_ n '=0 丄 ko 
—^ Wo 十 N五⑷ 
y \ \ \ / V Erx / / y 
4.6 Rake Receivers 
Three kinds of Rake receivers, namely A l l Rake (ARake), Selective Rake (SRake) 
and Par t ia l Rake (PRake), are used in our work. ARake refers to the Rake receiver 
that has un l im i ted resources (taps or correlators) and instant adaptabi l i ty, so that i t 
can combine al l the resolved mu l t i pa th components in pr inciple [8]. SRake selects the 
best Ls resolved mu l t i pa th components (i.e. the components w i t h the largest received 
ampli tudes) available at the receiver output and PRake selects the first arr iv ing Lp 
resolved mu l t i pa th components. As a result, ARake has the best performance, while 
PRake has the worst. However, the good performance of ARake comes at a cost of 
high complexi ty and the large amount of resources required. Moreover, i t should be 
noted tha t the performance gap between SRake and PRake reduces when the best 
few mu l t i pa th components arrive early at the receiver, which is commonly observed 
in Line of Sight (LOS) scenarios. 
Using the fol lowing sets of parameters, the B E R vs. t ransmi t SNR curves for 
different numbers of interferers using the above three types of Rake receivers are 
p lot ted in Fig. 4.6 and 4.7 after running 1000 i terat ions 
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• D a t a ra te = 0 .1Mbps. 
• T ransm i t power: the t ransmi t power of a l l the t ransmi t te rs is contro l led such 
t h a t the i r received power at the in tended receiver is the same. 
• N u m b e r of Rake fingers for SRake and PRake: L^ = 4 and Lp 二 4. 
• Reference gain at a I m : Cq = 10—4.7 and p a t h loss exponent 7 = 1.7 for mu l t i -
path-af fected channels w i t h LOS over short distances [27]. 
• Received pulse p(t) = [1 一 4兀(亡/力几)][exp(—27r(t/亡几尸)]with tn 二 07531ns and 
pulse w i d t h Tp = 2ns. I n our analysis in the previous section, we are actual ly 
consider ing the pulse p{t - Tp/2) , so t ha t i t is def ined i n [0, Tp]. 
X 10" Normalized Second Derivative of a Gaussian Pulse 
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Figure 4.5: Normalized second derivative of the Gaussian Pulse: p(t) — 
exp — 27r with tn = 0.7531ns and pulse width Tp = 2ns. 
As shown i n Fig. 4.7, when the number of interferers is large, the probab i l i t y of 
error of PRake reaches the B E R floor tha t i ts value cannot be fur ther decreased by 
increasing the t ransmi t power. 
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I n these figures, we have el iminated the effect of pa th loss and shadowing and 
assume tha t ARake captures al l the t ransmi t ted energy. 
0 BER vs SNR in realistic channels with AWGN and MUI 
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Figure 4.6: BER vs. transmit SNR for Rake receivers with 5 interferers. 
4.7 Comparison of Simple Routing Algorithms in ID Net-
work 
Consider a 1-D network w i t h 5 nodes. They are separated w i t h their neighbours by 
I m as seen in Fig. 4.8. Suppose we want to t ransmit some informat ion from node A 
to node E. Given an end-to-end B E R requirement, which of the fol lowing strategies 
requires the m in imum amount of t ransmit energy? 
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B E R vs S N R in real ist ic channe ls wi th A W G N and MUI 
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Figure 4.7: BER vs. transmit SNR for Rake receivers w i th 20 interferers. 
A B C D E 
# 0 — o — d Q 
Im 
Figure 4.8: A I D linear network w i th 5 nodes. 
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1. A ^ E (one hop) 
2. A^C E (two hops) 
3. A — B — C — D — E (four hops) 
We plot the BER vs. transmit SNR curves for transmission distance of Im, 2m 
and 4m for LOS transmission using a realistic U W B channel model. The effects of 
mult ipath fading, shadowing and path loss are included. The parameters used in our 
simulations are as follows: 
• Number of Rake fingers for SRake and PRake: Lg = 3 and Lp = 3. 
• Reference gain at a Im: Cq = 10-4.7 and path loss exponent 7 二 1.7 for 
multipath-affected channels wi th LOS over short distances [27]. 
• Received pulse p{t) = [1 — 47r(t/tn)] [exp(-27r(t/力几尸)]with t几=0.7531ns and 
pulse width Tp = 2ns. 
Assuming that there is no M U I for this network, the BER given that the channel 
gains for received mult ipath components are known is given by 
PPrrorla丨} = Q \ ^ ( 4 . 3 0 ) 
\ / 
After running 5000 simulations for different channel realizations, the results are 
shown in Fig. 4.10 to Fig. 4.12. 
We now refer to Fig. 4.9. Let p be the BER for each hop. 
• For scheme 1 wi th only one hop, the end-to-end probability of error from node 
A to E = p. 
• For scheme 2, the end-to-end probability of error from node A to E = 2p{l-p) ^ 
2p, which the approximation is accurate when p is small. 
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Figure 4.9: Per-hop and end-to-end BER for cases with 1, 2 and 4 hops. 
• For scheme 3，the end- to-end p robab i l i t y of error f r om node A to E 二 Cfp(l -
p)3 + — p) ^ 4p, when p is small . 
Consider the use of SRake as the receiver. F i rs t ly , we evaluate the energy con-
sumpt ion of the three schemes when the end-to-end B E R requirement is fixed to be 
1 X 10-3. 
• Scheme 1: by reading Fig. 4.12 for 4m t ransmiss ion and B E R at 1 x 10—3, t o ta l 
t r ansm i t S N R = 71.5dB = 1.41 x 10^ 
• Scheme 2: by reading Fig. 4.11 for 2m t ransmiss ion and B E R at 0.5 x 10-3 二 
5 X 10—4，total t ransmi t SNR = 2(67dB) = 1 x 10^. 
• Scheme 3: by reading Fig. 4.10 for I m t ransmission and B E R at 0.25 x 10"^ = 
2.5 X 10—4，total t ransmi t SNR = 4(62dB) = 6.34 x 10®. 
F rom the result above, we conclude tha t scheme 3 consumes the m i n i m u m amount 
of energy at end-to-end B E R = 1 x 10-3 for SRake. 
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Next, we find the end-to-end BER when the end-to-end transmit SNR is fixed at 
70dB: 
• Scheme 1: by reading Fig. 4.12 for 4m transmission and per-hop SNR at 70dB, 
the end-to-end BER = 2.5 x 10-3. 
• Scheme 2: by reading Fig. 4.11 for 2m transmission and per-hop SNR at 
0.5(70dB) = 67dB, the end-to-end BER = 2(5 x lO—” = 1 x 10—3. 
• Scheme 3: by reading Fig. 4.10 for I m transmission and per-hop SNR at 
0.25(70dB) = 64dB, the end-to-end BER = 4(1.5 x 10—4) = 6 x 
From the result above, we see that scheme 3 has the minimum end-to-end BER 
given a fixed end-to-end transmit SNR at 70dB for SRake. 
• End of chapter. 
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Figure 4.10: BER vs. transmit SNR curve for I m transmission. 
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Figure 4.11: BER vs. transmit SNR curve for 2m transmission. 
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BER against transmit SNR for 4m transmission 
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Figure 4.12: B E R vs. t ransmit SNR curve for 4m transmission. 
Chapter 5 
Interference-Aware Routing in 
U W B Wireless Networks 
In wireless ad hoc networks, l imited power supply is the prime issue that we need to 
address. Moreover, because there are some nodes t ransmit t ing in the environment, 
we need to take into account the effect of the Mult i-User Interference (MUI) . In 
this chapter, we study interference-aware routing. We derive a suitable l ink cost for 
energy-efficient rout ing in U W B networks based on the BER expression derived in 
chapter 4. W i t h this l ink cost, we introduce an Opt imal Interference-Aware Routing 
Algor i thm, which is capable of routing data packets from source to destination, 
using min imum energy per bi t and at the same t ime achieving the end-to-end BER 
requirement. A Simple Interference-Aware Routing A lgor i thm is also introduced. 
The content in this chapter has published in [10]. 
5.1 Problem Formulation 
We consider a wireless network w i th N nodes, which uses Impulse Radio (IR) UWB 
as the underlying physical layer technology. Each node is capable of transmitt ing 
using binary Pulse Position Modulat ion(PPM) - Time Hopping(TH) - U W B and 
receiving using L-finger Rake receiver. We assume that each node can transmit to 
57 
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mul t ip le nodes or receive f rom mul t ip le nodes at the same t ime. However, simul-
taneous transmission and reception at a node is not allowed. A t any t ime instant, 
a subset of the N nodes are t ransmi t t ing , which appears to be interferers to some 
other nodes. For easy implementat ion of the hardware in the nodes, we assume that 
the t ransmi t power level of each node is fixed. 
Now, consider the case tha t a source S is going to send data packets to a sink 
T w i t h a B E R requirement ( {i.e.BER < Q. For the intermediate nodes between 
the S and T , they w i l l just buffer up the data bi ts and send them out un t i l a whole 
packet has been received. I n this way, we are considering the transmission of discrete 
data packets, rather than continuous flow of data streams in the network. We are 
interested to find a route f rom the source and sink, which has the m in imum transmit 
energy per b i t and at the same t ime achieves the B E R requirement. 
5.2 Optimal Interference-Aware Routing 
5.2.1 Link Cost 
We aim to min imize the t ransmi t energy per b i t Eb 二 N^E⑴,where E⑴ is the 
energy for each t ransmi t ted pulse for user 1. From (4.29), the B E R expression for 
P P M - T H - U W B in the presence of A W G N and M U I given tha t the channel is known 
can be expressed in the form 
P{error\ai} 
二 O f I iE\zM)^ \ 
~ ^ I V ycir[Zn\ai]+Var[Zmui\ai] J 
( ZTI \ (5.1) 
=Q、N。[尸⑴心 i f 
VN " ( 〜 T f k E � } J 
where D⑷ is the distance between user k and the receiver. CQ is the reference gain 
of the signal at I m and 7 is the path loss exponent. E、盘 is the received energy for 
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each t ransmi t ted pulse at the receiver and i t is given by 
(5.2) 
As we assume tha t the t ransmi t power level is fixed,丑(丄）is also fixed. Thus 
min im iz ing Ng is equivalent to min imiz ing Eb. F rom (5.1), we notice tha t for 
P{error\ai} < there exists a posit ive number A such tha t 
L - l ^ 
Ns E af 
1=0 N m 〉 A (5.3) 
To obta in the smallest value of Ng which satisfies (5.3)，the denominator of on 
the left hand side in the above equation should be the minimized. So, we take the 
l ink cost to be 
C 二 [Z^⑴ r + r n E 畠 （5.4) 
where 
爪=-J^ (5.5) 
W i t h the assumption tha t each node is sending pulses w i t h the same energy, (5.4) 
can be simpl i f ied into 
5.2.2 Per-Hop B E R Requirement and Scaling Effect 
Suppose the pa th f rom S to T consists of h hops and B E R requirement C is small, 
then we need to ensure than for each hop 
P{error\ai} < CJh (5 7) 
so tha t the end-to-end B E R requirement C between the source S and sink T can be 
_ K 
achieved. When ( = 1 x 10—3 and let x = ，观 notice that for 
each hop Rx 
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When h = l , < 10"^ x > 9.5495 (5.8) 
W h e n h 二 2, Q ( v ^ ) < 10—3/2 ^ > 10.8276 (5.9) 
W h e n h = 3, Q{y/x) < 10—3/3 x > 11.5800 (5.10) 
From (5.8)-(5.10), we observe tha t the B E R requirement for each hop in route w i t h 
more hops is more str ingent than that w i t h fewer hops. More energy is then needed. 
As a result, the to ta l route cost f rom the source to the dest inat ion should not be just 
the summat ion of the l ink cost for the hops along the route. Furthermore, i t has to 
be mul t ip l ied by a scaling factor that is greater than one. The larger the number of 
hops, the larger the scaling factor is. As an example, consider the network shown 
in F ig 5.1, which the l ink cost for each hop is shown. The route cost for the route 
A B = 5，while tha t of A C B should be equal to (2 + 3) x (10.8276/9.5495) 二 5.6692， 
according to the values in (5.8)-(5.10) (i.e. the scaling factor = 1.1338). 
A 《 B • 
C 
Figure 5.1: An example which shows the scaling effect of multihop routing. 
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5.2.3 Optimal Interference-Aware Routing 
I n view of the per-hop B E R requirement and scaling effect of mu l t ihop rout ing as 
described in the previous section, i t is not possible for us to find the route w i t h 
the m i n i m u m route cost by s imply apply ing Di jks t ra 's A lgo r i thm. A variant of 
D i jks t ra 's A l g o r i t h m is used in our a lgor i thm, which finds the shortest path w i t h 
l im i ted number of hops [31], to obta in the op t ima l route w i t h the m in imum transmit 
energy per b i t in the network. The detai l of the shortest pa th a lgor i thm w i t h a hop 
l im i t n is explained more expl ic i t ly as follows: 
We consider a graph Q = (V, £*), where V is the set of vertices and 8 is the set of 
edges. Let s be the source node, t be the sink node and n be the max imum number 
of hops. Define disti{s, v) be the distance of the current ly shortest path f rom s to 
V w i t h at most i hops, dist{a, b) be the distance between nodes a and b. Also, let 
Pi{v) be the parent of vertex v on the current ly shortest pa th f rom s to v w i t h at 
most i hops. Let Si be the set of vertices to which the shortest pa th w i t h exactly i 
hops has been found. Let R be the set of al l pairs (v, i) such tha t disti(s, v) < oo 
and tha t vertex v can be reached f rom source s in exactly i hops. 
1. Inpu t Q, s, t and n 
Initialization: 
2. for al l neighbour v of s do include {v, 1) into R; for z = 1 to n do include s 
into Si; 
3. for vertex v, which is not s and not the neighbour of s do 
4. for z = 1 to n do disti(s,v) = oo; 
5. for vertex v tha t is neighbour of s do 
6. for z = 1 to n do 
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7. disti{s, v) — dist{s^ v) and Pi{v) = s; 
Main Body: 
8. Whi le set R is non-empty do 
9. begin 
10. find {v, i) in set R which satisfies: 
11. a) disti{s, v) < distj{s, w) for al l (w,j) in set R (i.e. to find (v, i) w i t h the 
smallest value of disti{s, v).) O R 
12. b) disti{s, v) = distj{s, w) for al l (w,j) in set R and i < j; (i.e. i f there are 
two elements which have the same smallest value of disti{s, v), choose the one 
w i t h a smaller number of hops.) 
13. Include v into set Si and exclude {v, i) f rom set R; 
14. if z < n then 
15. for node w which is a neighbour of v and is not in 5^+1 do 
16. begin 
17. if disti^i{s, w) > disti{s, v) + dist{v, w), then 
18. include {w, i + 1) into R; 
19. for j = z - f 1 to n do 
20. if distj{s, w) > distj-i{s, v) + dist{v, w), then 
21. distj(s, w) = distj-i{s, v) + dist{v, w) and P八w) = v] 
22. end 
23. end 
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24. path = t; V = t, i = n] 
25. repeat 
26. V = P办); 
27. path = v®path] 
28. i = i — 1; 
29. until V = s. 
A f t e r execut ing the a lgor i thm, path is the shortest p a t h w i t h at most n hops. 
T h e n us ing the a l go r i t hm above, our O p t i m a l Interference-aware R o u t i n g Algo-
r i t h m is suggested as fol lows: 
1. Calcu la te the l i nk cost for every hops in the ne twork according to (5.4); 
2. R u n the t r a d i t i o n a l D i j ks t ra ' s A l g o r i t h m ; 
3. O b t a i n the p a t h p, number of hops h and rou te cost m ( = sum of l ink cost x 
scal ing factor ) ; 
4. Set minpath = p, minhop - h and mincost - m; 
5. W h i l e (h > 1) do 
6. R u n shortest p a t h a lgo r i thm w i t h at most h — 1 hops; [31] 
7. O b t a i n the new route: pa th number of hop h' and route cost m ' ; 
8. If {m' < mincost) then 
9. minpath - p', minhop = h' and mincost = m'; 
10. else if (m' = mincost) and {h' < minhop) then 
11. minpath = minhop 二 h' and mincost = m'\ 
12. h = h'-
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13. end 
Af te r runn ing this a lgor i thm, the op t ima l pa th is minpath. 
Steps 1 to 4 fo rm a route by apply ing t rad i t iona l Di jks t ra 's a lgor i thm to the l ink 
costs obtained. Steps 5 to 13 tries to find a route w i t h a lower route cost by searching 
for routes w i t h smaller number of hops. I t is possible because a route w i t h a smaller 
number of hops has a smaller scaling factor. Searching for a route w i t h a larger 
number of hops is fruitless, not only because of the larger scaling factor, but also due 
to the fact t ha t i t is not possible to find a route w i t h a smaller sum of l ink cost than 
the route obta ined in steps 1 to 4. Step 10 chooses a route w i t h a smaller number of 
hops when the route costs of two routes are equal. I t is a desirable choice because 
the delay in transmission can be kept as small as possible. 
5.3 Performance Evaluation 
I n this section, we evaluate the performance of interference-aware rout ing, based on 
the fol lowing parameters: 
• Transmi t ter : P P M - T H - U W B is used as the signaling format. 
• Transmi t power for each node = 0.5mW. 
• Receiver: Selective Rake, which captures the best four mu l t i pa th components 
at the receiver input . 
• Received pulse p(t) = [1 - 47r(t/t^)] [exp(-27r(V^n)^)] w i t h t^ 二 0.7531ns and 
pulse w i d t h Tp = 2ns. 
• B E R requirement 二 1 x 10—3. 
參 Frame durat ion T f = 5ns. 
• ( t I i = 4.55 X 1 0 — 9 . 
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• Reference gain at a Im : cq = 10—4" and path loss exponent 7 = 1.7 for 
mult ipath-affected channels w i th Line of Sight (LOS) over short distances [27]. 
• Noise power spectral density iV。二 4 x 
We compare the energy consumption of the following five schemes using computer 
simulations: 
• Opt imal Interference-Aware Routing: We use the l ink cost in (5.4) and find out 
the shortest path using our Opt imal Interference-aware Rout ing Algori thm. 
• Simple Interference-Aware Routing: We use the l ink cost in (5.4) and find out 
the shortest path using the tradi t ional Di jkstra's A lgor i thm only (i.e. running 
steps 1 to 4 of our Opt imal Interference-Aware Rout ing A lgor i thm only). 
• Long-Hop Routing: I t aims to form a route using nodes which are far apart. In 
our simulation, we take i t to be the one-hop routing, which the source directly 
sends the data packets to the sink wi thout going through any relay nodes. 
• Short-Hop Routing: I t aims to form a route using nodes which are close together. 
The route is obtained by setting the l ink cost to be the distance between nodes 
to the power 7 (=1.7) and running the tradi t ional Di jkstra's Algor i thm. 
• Location-Based Routing: We use the Packet Transfer Protocol as described in 
[20]. In this protocol, a node forwards packets to a closest neighbor wi th in its 
transmission range R, which is closer to the destination. (We take R 二 15m in 
our simulation.) I f the destination is wi th in R, the node wi l l send the packet 
directly to the destination. 
Using a 30m x 30m network w i th 40 nodes in random topology, we find out the 
transmit energy per bit required for each scheme. In our evaluation, since a node 
cannot send and receive at the same time, we assume that all the interferers cannot 
act as relay nodes. A n example is shown in Fig. 5.2 to i l lustrate the five routing 
schemes in a typical scenario. There are 40 nodes in the network, where the 15 big 
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dots (nodes 1 to 15) in the figure are interferers, and the remaining 25 small dots 
(nodes 16 to 40) are the source, sink and potential relay nodes. Source is node 16 
and sink is node 40. In this example, the five different routes and their transmit 
energy per bit E^ are: 
• Opt imal Interference-aware Routing: 16 — 36 18 — 40 (Eb 二 1.36nJ) 
• Simple Interference-aware Routing: 16 一 36 — 18 — 33 一 40 {Eb = lAOnJ) 
• Long-Hop Routing: 16 — 40 {Eb = 2.32nJ) 
• Short-Hop Routing: 16 — 38 — 35 — 17 — 33 — 40 {Eb = 1.56nJ) 
• Location-based Routing: 16 — 38 — 36 — 40 {Eb 二 1.93nJ) 
We notice that scheme 1 finds a route which requires the minimum transmit 
energy per bit. Due to the scaling effect of rnultihops, i t tu rn out that the optimal 
route in scheme 1 consists of one hop less than that in scheme 2. 
To investigate the average performance, we run 1000 simulations for each level of 
interference, which is directly proportional to the number of active links or interferers 
in the system. The result is shown in Fig. 5.3. We observe that our interference-
aware schemes consume 3dB less energy than long-hop, short-hop and location-based 
routing in many cases. While comparing the simple interference-aware routing wi th 
optimal interference-aware routing, we see that the latter one consumes a l i t t le less 
energy than the former one. 
• End of chapter. 
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Figure 5.2: An example showing the output of the five routing schemes. 
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F i g u r e 5.3: E n e r g y c o n s u m p t i o n a t d i f f e ren t levels o f i n te r fe rence for t h e five schemes. 
Chapter 6 
Cooperative Routing in UWB 
Wireless Networks 
In this chapter, we consider cooperative routing using UWB physical layer model, 
and the setup is similar to that in chapter 3. The major differences are that MUI is 
considered here, but simple analytical result for the optimal power distribution ratio 
(3 as in Rayleigh fading channel is absent for PPM-TH-UWB. As a result, we modify 
the cooperative routing algorithm suggested in chapter 3, based on some analytical 
results and computer experiments for cooperative UWB. The content in this chapter 
has published in [11]. 
6.1 Two-Node Cooperative Communication 
6.1.1 Received Signal for Non-Cooperative Communication 
In Fig. 6.1, suppose source S uses node 1 as a relay to transmit data packets to sink 
T. We assume that node 1 transmits data to sink T with energy per pulse equals to 
Et. Let nodes 3 to TV be undesired users, which are continuously transmitting at the 
same power level as node 1, with energy per pulse equals to Et. Wi th reference to 
s(知）(t) in (4.1) and hS。(t) in (4.3), we assume that there is a perfect synchronization 
69 
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between t ransmi t te r 1 and the reference receiver, i . e . ( ⑴ is known by the receiver. 
The composite received signal at the output of the receiver's antenna is modeled as 
r{t) = s⑴⑴ * h⑴(t) + f； ⑷⑴ * h⑷(t) + n(t) (6.1) 
k=3 
where n(t) is a zero mean, A W G N random process w i t h two-sided power spectral 
density No/2. 
C ) Interferers j O 
• Z 、 ： ‘ 、 
\ z 、 、 
\ 、 o Z 、〇 
2 
Figure 6.1: Non-Cooperative (5 1 ^ T) vs. Cooperative Routing (5 — {1,2} — T) in the 
presence of MUI. 
6.1.2 Received Signal for Two-Node Cooperative Communication 
As shown in Fig. 6.1, because of the broadcast nature of wireless communication, 
node 2 also receives the signal f rom S to node 1. As a result, node 2 can cooperate 
w i t h node 1 and send to node T at the same t ime. We assume tha t t ransmit energy 
per pulse for node 1 and 2 are PEt and (1 - P)Et respectively, where 0 < P < 1. 
Tha t means the to ta l t ransmit energy per pulse to node T remains Et, but i t is 
d is t r ibuted between node 1 and 2 according to a certain rat io (3. Nodes 3 to iV 
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are st i l l undesired users, which are continuously t ransmi t t i ng w i t h energy per pulse 
equals to Et. We assume tha t there is a perfect synchronizat ion between t ransmit ter 
i and the reference receiver, where z = 1 or 2. The composite received signal at the 
ou tpu t of the receiver's antenna is modeled as 
N 
r{t) = Y^ s⑷⑷⑷⑴ + n(t) (6.2) 
k=i 
6.1.3 Probability of Error 
Based on (4.27), (4.28) and (4.29), we obta in 
P{error\ai} = Q [VSINR) (6.3) 
where the inverse of signal-to-interference and noise rat io (SINR) is given by 
1 / S I N R = 1 / S N R + l / S I R (6.4) 
No Cooperation 
For the case w i thou t cooperation, as discussed in section 6.1.1 and w i t h reference 
to (4.27) and (4.28), because tha t there are only N — 1 transmissions, w i t h user 
1 being the intended t ransmi t ter and users 3 to N being the undesired users, the 




r^ -'m E 五is 
fc二3 
where a p ) is the ampl i tude of a mu l t ipa th component detected by the lib. finger 
of the Rake receiver when the t ransmit ter is node k. Rb is the data rate, aj^ is 
a variable tha t depends on pulse shape and the value of Tf. Q(x) is defined as 
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the probab i l i t y tha t a s tandard normal random variable (zero mean, un i t variance) 
exceeds x. E〔H is the received energy for each t ransmi t ted pulse at the receiver and 
i t is given by 
where E⑷ is the t ransmi t energy per pulse for node k and ⑷ is the distance 
between node k and the receiver, cq is the reference gain at a I m and 7 is the path 
loss exponent. 
Simple Cooperation 
For the case w i t h cooperation, we refer to the discussion in section 6.1.2. We employ 
two Rake receivers to detect the signals f rom user 1 and user 2. Each of the Rake 
receivers is intended to capture the signal cont r ibut ion f rom one user and treat the 
signal f rom other users as interference. Define E ( 这 = ⑷ ) 2 
For the 1st Rake, the decision variable for finger I is 
炉 + 功 Z (6.7) 
where = V ^ A ^ ” ， = ^ a ^ E V a r [ z l ^ j ] = 现 w i t h 
！ k=2 
reference to (4.13), (4.19) and (4.15). 
For the 2nd Rake, the decision variable for finger I is 
妒= +總M + 功 （6.8) 
where Z^：} = 二 ^ E^l Var[Z^}] 二 戰 , 
w i t h reference also to (4.13), (4.19) and (4.15). 
Employ ing M R C to obta in the decision variable 
I 二0 (6.9) 
二 Zu + Zmui + Zn 
where 
= £ 丨,)+ M x o ^ ' z ^ l ) (6.10) 
1=0 
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a n d 
Z麵=E iMxO^'Z^l^, + (6.11) 
a n d 
Z n 二 g ( V ^ 必 丨 + (6 .12 ) 
1=0 
T h e n , w e h a v e 
E[Z\ai] 二 E [ Z M ] 
r , r , (6 .13 ) 
= a r E ^ I E a n 
1=0 1=0 
a n d 
Var[Zmm\(y.i] 
Nsal^E、品 L它 a ] ^ 、 … c ^ ， N , “ …、、 
= — — T f ^ 口(盐 + ——Tf^ E E(盘 (6 .14 ) 
f k=2 “ k=l,k^2 
Nsalr f 厂⑴ V ^(1)2 ^ r^(k) ^ (2) ^ ^ ^ ^(2)2 ^ ^(k)] 
=-YT ^RX ^ Oil h 匕RX + ^RX ^ A. ^RX 
•f V ^=0 fc=2 1=0 /c=l,/e#2 J 
a n d 
Var[Zn\ai] 
= N s E � 品 N o e | a 厂 + Ns溫No (6.15) 
\ 1=0 1=0 / 
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The SNR and SIR are 
SNR —(聊叫 1)2 
_ ^ ^ 
\ 1=0 1=0 J 
〜⑴2+42 iE 〜(2)2) — ^ 
— io 
(6.16) 
SIB —剛灿 2 
— ^ ^ 
— ~ T t 2 7 L - l TV L - 1 N V 
- r f - ERX Z^ ERX+ERX Z^ ^RX J 
•‘ \ Z = 0 k = 2 1 = 0 / 
— 1^0 
V 1 = 0 k-2 1 = 0 k=l,k^2 J 
where Rb = l / { N s T f ) is the data rate. 
Cooperation with Interference Cancellation 
For the case with interference cancellation, the expressions are the same as above, 
accept that 
= V a r [ Z ^ 2 j = ^ a ^ £ E(盘 (6.17) 
J k=3 
because the mutual interferences between users 1 and 2 are removed. For the SNR, 
it is the same as that in (6.16). For the SIR, because 
二 V a r + 专 1 y a r Z^^^J 
'=0 L 」 L 」 （6.18) 
= E ； 4 1 W 1 ) V a r + E； 4 2 W 2 ) V a r [ Z i l j 
二 [kx Z 4 ) 2 + E选 E 〜(一等 E 
1=0 1=0 f k=3 
Thus, the SNR and SIR are 
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SNR = — — -
(6.19) 
1^0 1 = 0 = 3 
___ 1=0 Z 二0 
fc=3 
Performance Evaluation 
Using (6.3)-(6.19), we evaluate the above three transmission strategies. We define 
SNRT to be the t ransmi t SNR, w i t h value equals to NsET/NQ and d is t (A ,B) to be 
the Eucl idean distance between nodes A and B. We consider a system using Part ia l 
Rake receiver w i t h three fingers, which captures the first three arr iv ing mul t ipa th 
components. W i t h d i s t ( l , T ) = dist(2，T) = 2m; dist( inter ferer,T) = 3m, number of 
interferers = 10; data rate R^ = 0.1Mbps, we obta in the graph in Fig. 6.2. We 
observe tha t there is a significant improvement in performance when cooperation 
is applied in a fading environment. Moreover, the curves for cooperation w i t h and 
w i thou t interference cancellation overlap w i t h each other, ind icat ing a l imi ted effect 
in addi t ional interference due to the simultaneous transmissions of bo th nodes 1 and 
2 dur ing cooperation. 
6.2 Problem Formulation 
We consider a wireless network w i t h a number of nodes, which some of them are in-
terferers who are continuously t ransmit t ing. A l l the nodes, including the interferers, 
t ransmi t at the same power level. The physical layer is supported by I R - U W B . Each 
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Q Cooperative UWB vs Non-cooperative UWB 
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Figure 6.2: BER vs. SNRT curve for the cases w i th and without cooperation. 
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node is capable of transmitt ing using binary PPM-TH-UWB and receiving using 
L-finger Part ial Rake (PRake) receiver. PRake receiver has a low complexity as it 
combines the first L arriving mult ipath components. For the nodes, we assume that 
they cannot transmit or receive at the same time, but they are allowed to transmit 
at a variable power level. We assume that if a packet is received wi th SINR above a 
certain threshold, i t is error-free. 
Assume that we are given a single path route from the source to the sink, which can 
be generated by any routing algorithm. As cooperation helps combat the deleterious 
effect of fading, given the single path route, network topology and interference level, 
we are interested in finding a simple cooperative strategy that makes the system less 
susceptible to channel variations due to mult ipath fading. 
6.3 Cooperative Routing Algorithm 
Based on the discussion in section 6.1, as we see that the simple two-node cooperative 
scheme has a significant advantage over the non-cooperative one, we apply it to 
our Cooperative Routing Algorithm. There is only one sender and one receiver for 
each hop for the single path route initially. We now decide if any node, which has 
"overheard" the message in the previous hop, should cooperate wi th the original 
sender in this hop and transmit to the receiver. In this way, there wil l be two 
simultaneous transmissions to the receiver in each hop. We distribute the transmit 
power equally between the two senders, i.e. P = 0.5. 
Actually, the algorithm below can be applied to any ad hoc networks in general, 
but we evaluate its performance in a UWB wireless network. In our algorithm, we 
use C ( i , j ) to denote the element in the i t h row and j t h column in matrix C. The 
steps for our algorithm are as follows: 
1. (Input) A single path route S is generated by a routing algorithm, e.g. S = [1 
2 3 4], of which the numbers in the vector represent the node ID. We define I 
to be the number of elements in the single path route. 
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2. (Initialization) Initialize a cooperative route by creating a matrix C with 
dimension 2 x of which the upper row is identical to S and the lower row is / \ 
(1 2 3 4 1 
filled wi th zeros. E.g. C = 
、0 0 0 0 y 
3. (Assignment) For each iteration, we consider three consecutive nodes in S so 
that there are a total oil —2 iterations. For the kth iteration, define / i i=C( l , k ) ; 
/i2=C(2,k); m = C ( l , k + l ) ; t =C( l , k+2 ) . As seen in Fig. 6.3 and 6.4, the ar-
row(s) from hi (and h】if there is cooperative communication) to m represents 
the transmission in the previous hop that has taken place and the arrow from m 
to t represents the intended transmission in this hop. We are going to determine 
if there are any nodes that can overhear the signal in the previous hop should 
cooperate with m to send to t in this hop. 
4. (Identify nodes which can overhear the message) 
a) Neglecting the effects of shadowing and rnultipath fading (i.e. assume 
L-i 
E oq ‘ = 1 for z = 1 and 2)，calculate the minimum transmit energy per pulse 
/=o 
from hi to m required by a packet to reach the SINR requirement at m according 
to (6.3)-(6.5). I t is given by 
Et= [训广 #。 , (6.20) 
Nsco 
where k is the index of the interferers. 
b) If the preceding route is non-cooperative (i.e. /i2=0), when hi is transmit-
ting with energy Et and according to (6.3)-(6.5) and (6.6), identify all the nodes 
of which the SINR requirements of their transmitted packets can be reached (i.e. 
nodes that successfully overhear the signal intended for m from hi). The effects 
of shadowing and rnultipath fading are not considered. 
c) If the preceding route is cooperative (i.e. h】 • 0), when hi and /12 are 
sending with energy /SEt and (1 — P)Et respectively and according to (6.3), 
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(6.4), (6.6) and (6.19), identify nodes of which the SINR requirements of their 
transmitted packets can be reached. The effects of shadowing and multipath 
fading are not considered. 
d) Nodes, whose SINR requirement of their transmitted packets can be 
reached as described in steps b and c, are put into the set D. However, set D 
excludes all nodes in the single path route and nodes that have already engaged 
in cooperation. 
5. (Ordering) Arrange D in ascending order in distance to t. 
6. (Decide if cooperation should be done) 
a) Take out the 1st element from D and name it g (i.e. the element closest 
to t). 
b) If |dist(g, t) - d ist(m,t) | /d ist(m,t) < 0.5 , then g should cooperate with 
m and transmit to t. We update the cooperative route by putting g below m in 
matrix C. For example, if node 5 should cooperate with node 2 and transmit 
/ \ 
( 1 2 3 4 
message to node 3 in this hop, then we have C 二 
^ 0 5 0 0 ^  
c) If dist(m,t) > dist(g,t), then g should cooperate with m and transmit to 
t. We update the cooperative route as in step 6b. 
d) Otherwise, no cooperation. According to the order in D, try another 
node and name it g again. Repeat steps 6b-6d unti l the entire set D has been 
visited. 
After finishing step 6，loop back to step 3 unti l the whole route has been visited. 
In steps 4b and c, the set D obtained may be potentially different from each other. 
For example, node b in Fig. 6.4 has a higher possibility to overhear the message than 
that in Fig. 6.3, while node a is likely to overhear the messages in both scenarios. 
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Considering step 6b, when the power d is t r ibu t ion rat io (3 is set to be 0.5, the 
outage performance would be op t ima l when d is t (m, t ) = d ist (g, t ) . Th is step ensures 
tha t cooperat ion should only occur i f d is t (m, t ) and d is t (g, t ) are comparable in length 
for good outage performance. However, in s i tuat ion where the difference between 
d is t (m, t ) and d is t (g, t ) is large (say d is t (m, t ) < d is t (g , t ) ) , i t is better to allocate 
al l the t ransmi t energy to node m than to let node m cooperate w i t h node g, since 
negligible signal energy would be received by the transmission f rom node g compared 
w i t h tha t f rom node m. Step 6c means tha t a node g should always cooperate w i t h 
node m i f i t can overhear the signal f rom h i (or h ] i f exists), and tha t i t is situated 
closer to node t t han node m. The addi t ional transmission f rom node g increases 
bo th the diversi ty order and the average received signal energy at the receiver. 
m 
/ 、 
h i ® 豳 
參a 
Figure 6.3: Notation used in our algorithm when the previous hop is non-cooperative. 
6.4 Performance Evaluation 
Consider a gr id network which the positions of the relay nodes and interferers are 
shown in Fig. 6.5. Suppose the source and sink are nodes 1 and 19 respectively. A 
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Figure 6.4: Notation used in our algorithm when the previous hop is cooperative. 
long hop rou t ing a lgor i thm is used to generate the single pa th route first. Long hop 
rout ing is chosen because more relay nodes can potent ia l ly "overhear" the signal, and 
thus increases the chance of cooperation. In this rout ing a lgor i thm, a node chooses 
to forward packets to the node that is w i t h i n i ts transmission range R and is closest 
to the destinat ion. Using R = 7.5m, the single pa th S = [1 5 10 14 19] is chosen. 
App ly ing our Cooperat ive Rout ing A lgo r i thm as discussed in the previous section, 
/ \ 
[ 1 5 10 14 19 I 
we obta in the cooperative route C = . I t means that besides 
、0 2 7 11 0 y 
the transmission in single pa th route, node 2 (who can "overhear" the signal f rom 
node 1 intended to node 5) should cooperate w i t h node 5 to t ransmi t to node 10; 
node 7 should cooperate w i t h node 10 to t ransmi t to node 14 and node 11 should 
cooperate w i t h node 14 to t ransmi t to node 19. 
We then evaluate the performance of the three transmission strategies, namely 
1) No Cooperat ion; 2) Simple Cooperation; 3) Cooperat ion w i t h Interference Can-
cellation. Schemes 2 and 3 use the same route C but their reception statistics are 
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Figure 6.5: Network used in our simulation. The circles represent the possible relay nodes and 
the two diamonds (nodes 20 and 21) are interferers. The solid lines represent the transmissions in 
the original single path route, while the dotted lines represent the addi t ional transmissions during 
cooperation. 
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different. The following parameters are used in our simulation: 
• Transmitted signal: P P M - T H - U W B 
• Receiver: Part ial Rake, which captures the first three arriving mult ipath com-
ponents at the receiver input. 
• Received pulse p{t) = [1 — 47r(t/t^)] [exp(-27r(t/t^)2)] with t几=0.7531n5 and 
pulse width Tp = 2ns. 
• Power distr ibut ion ratio (3 = 0.5. 
• Total number of nodes = 21. 
• Total number of interferers = 2. 
• Data rate per hop = 0.1Mbps. 
• BER requirement = 1 x 10"^. 
• Frame duration Tf = 5ns. 
• a l f = 4.55 X 10-9. 
• Reference gain at a Im: Cq = lO—*" and path loss exponent 7 = 1.7 for 
multipath-affected channels w i th Line of Sight (LOS) over short distances [27]. 
• Noise power spectral density Nq = 4 x 10~^°W/Hz. 
We define an outage on the route as when any of the hops along it cannot reach 
the SINR required to achieve the BER. In our evaluation, given a certain transmit 
SNR C for the route (x-axis in Fig. 6.6), the transmit SNR e for the sender in each 
hop is obtained by dividing C by the total number of hops. We assume that all the 
interferers are transmitt ing at the same level as the relay nodes. In each iteration, 
we evaluate hop by hop from the source to the sink. For each hop, we evaluate 
the three transmission strategies wi th different e, using the same set of channel 
condition. After running 10000 iterations for different channel conditions, the result 
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is shown in Fig. 6.6. From the figure, we see tha t at 3% of outage, our cooperative 
schemes requires 8dB less t ransmi t energy than the non-cooperative one. Moreover, 
the non-cooperat ive scheme cannot reach an outage performance lower than 2%. 
Outage for Cooperative and Non-cooperative UWB 
10 \i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
g \ No cooperation 
\ ,___ Cooperation 
g . \ Cooperation with Interference Cancellation _ 
\ 
？ 7 - \ -
① \ 
I \ \ _ 
D) \ \ 
f 4 - \ \ -
- 3 - V \ 、 、 、 -
2- … … … 
^ 9 2 9 4 9 6 9 8 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 4 1 0 6 1 0 8 1 1 0 
Average Transmit SNR for the route (dB) 
Figure 6.6: Outage performance for the three schemes against different levels of transmit SNR. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusion and Future Work 
7.1 Conclusion 
In this thesis, we study energy-efficient rout ing based on physical layer models of 
Rayleigh fading channel and P P M - T H - U W B . Given a certain performance require-
ment (such as bi t error rate (BER) or probabil i ty of outage), we are interested to 
find rout ing and transmission strategies that minimize the energy consumption. 
In chapter 3, we study cooperative rout ing in Rayleigh fading channel. We have 
determined the criteria for cooperation and the opt imal power distr ibut ion factor (3 
that minimizes the probabi l i ty of outage. Performance analysis and simulation of 
the scheme are performed on a I D Poisson random network and a 2D grid network. 
Cooperative rout ing algori thm is suggested and is evaluated in 2D random networks. 
I t is shown that the cooperative schemes achieve a diversity order of two. 
In chapter 4，we derive the BER performance for P P M - T H - U W B systems under 
A W G N and M U I using Rake receiver, which serves as the cornerstone for the follow-
ing chapters. In chapter 5，we study Interference-Aware Rout ing in U W B networks. 
We have proposed a l ink cost for energy-efficient rout ing based on the above BER 
expression. Then, we introduce an optimal interference-aware routing algorithm, 
which can find the least energy-consuming path in rout ing data packets from source 
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to destination, and at the same t ime achieve the B E R requirement. A simplified 
version of this algor i thm is also introduced. I t has been shown that our schemes 
consume less energy in many cases as compared to some simple rout ing algorithms, 
such as long-hop, short-hop and location-based rout ing in a network w i th random 
topology. 
In chapter 6，we study Cooperative Rout ing in U W B networks. We have described 
three different transmission strategies in a network and have shown the potential 
benefit of cooperative rout ing in an environment w i t h both M U I and fading. We 
have proposed a Cooperative Rout ing A lgor i thm to improve the outage performance 
for a given single path route. Performance evaluation is given for a grid network. I t 
is shown that our cooperative schemes reduce the average transmit energy in order 
to achieve a certain outage performance in a part icular U W B grid network. 
I t should be noted that the cooperative rout ing and interference-aware routing 
tackle problems in different setup, although they both consider the effect of MUI . 
In interference-aware routing, we consider the long term average of the channel and 
only the effect of path loss is studied. In cooperative routing, the effects of path 
loss, shadowing and mul t ipath fading are taken into account. The performance 
measure is BER in interference-aware routing, while that i t is probabi l i ty of outage 
in cooperative routing. In interference-aware routing, only the positions of source 
and destination are given. However, in cooperative routing, a single path route has 
already been formed. 
7.2 Future Work 
Cooperative communications and routing are hot research topics recently. Some of 
the interesting extensions for our future work are shown below: 
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7.2.1 Distributed Algorithm 
Our two-node Cooperative Routing Algori thm is a centralized algorithm which a 
network control centre computes all the paths. More effort can be paid to develop a 
distributed algorithm that the nodes perform their own routing computations. The 
algorithm can thus be applied easily in real-world wireless ad-hoc networks. 
7.2.2 Performance Analysis in Random Networks 
Our cooperative routing algorithms in chaptcr 3 and 6 have only been evaluated by 
simulation using some physical layer models. Mathematical analysis can be done to 
evaluate the performance analytically. Moreover, i t may shed light on how to design 
a better routing algorithm based on the analytical results. 
7.2.3 Cross-Layer Optimization 
As our routing protocol is based on physical layer model, cross-laycr optimization 
among the physical, MAC and networking layers may lead to a better performance. 
For example, we may consider the joint optimization of routing, scheduling and 
power control problem. 
7.2.4 Game Theory 
In our setup, we consider that all nodes are unselfish. They arc wil l ing to cooperate 
whenever other nodes request them to do so. However, in the real world, nodes in ad 
hoc networks are subject to limited power supply that they should utilize their power 
efficiently. Motivation must be provided for independent nodes to cooperate. Game 
theory is a good tool (e.g. [26] and [16]) to study the motivation and behaviour of 
nodes in ad hoc networks, which are decentralized and do not have any infrastructure. 
The results can then be used to develop a more comprehensive cooperative routing 
algorithm and protocol. 
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7.2.5 Other Variations in Cooperative Schemes 
Since our cooperative scheme involves only two nodes and is quite simple, more 
complex cooperative schemes may be considered, such as if more than two nodes are 
allowed to cooperate or if space-time coding is applied. Moreover, the issue of coded 
cooperation by integrating cooperation into channel coding may be considered [30]. 
• End of chapter. 
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